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The Great Commission
CHET PIOTROWSKI, JR./
Staff photographer
Above: Second lieutenant Robert T.
Baughman gets hugged and kissed by
his wife, Susan, after she and his
father, Bob, pinned him second
lieutenant at the Panther Army Reserve
Officers’ Training Corp Awards/-
Commissioning Ceremony Thursday
afternoon in the field south of the
Tarble Arts Center.
Left: Second lieutenant John
Schneider, along with seven other
newly commissioned officers of the
United States Army and Reserves,
stand at attention after being pinned
with their lieutenant bars Thursday
afternoon.
By MATT ADRIAN
Student Government editor
The purchasing of three
computers from the concert
reserve account has resulted in a
disagreement between the
Apportionment Board and David
Milberg, director of Student Life.
Milberg purchased the $6,000
Gateway computers for himself
and two of his assistants during
the 1996-97 fiscal year.
Originally, the concert reserve
account is money that is set aside
to cover losses that may occur
after a University Board concert,
such as the Doobie Brothers.
The concert reserve account
must be kept at a minimum
balance of $30,000. If the
account falls below $30,000,
funds can be taken from the
student activity reserve to
replenish the account.
The concert reserve account
can be used for extra
expenditures such as barriers at
concerts and hooks to hang
lighting equipment, Milberg said. 
“(The Student Life Office)
works with UB which operates
with the concert reserve,”
Milberg said.
He said for this reason the
computers also fall under these
extra uses for the account
because the computers are used
to conduct UB concert business.
Milberg said he used his
computer to e-mail ticket counts
to agents.
“I think it was an excellent
idea,” said Tom Ryan, UB chair.
“I’ve used the computer for
research to look for bands.”
Lance Phillips, student vice
president for financial affairs,
said after the bad returns on
concerts, such as the Doobie
Brothers, the UB should be
careful on how the concert
reserve is spent, and not spend
money on things not directly
involved with concerts.
AB member John Treadway
said the exact use of the concert
reserve fund was a gray area.
“Given our current financial
situation, it probably wasn’t a
good idea,” Treadway said.
“(The computers) were paid
for out of the concert reserve,
and that’s not student fee
money,” Milberg said.
Using money from the concert
reserve fee was a good
opportunity to buy equipment
that couldn’t be bought any other
way, he said.
Phillips disagreed.
“If the concert reserve is
depleted, and they have another
concert that loses, then money
will be taken from the student
activity reserve, and that will
directly affect students,” Phillips
said. 
He pointed out that the
student activity reserve is already
used to guarantee concerts, and
Computer purchase
raises disagreement
See COMPUTER page 2A
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
In less than two weeks, the future
of Eastern President David Jorns
will be determined by trustees at
California State University at San
Bernardino.
Jorns is among six semi-finalists
for California State president. The
semi-f inal is ts  had their  f i rs t
interviews Thursday and wil l
complete interviews today, and will
be narrowed down to three finalists. 
An article in the April 5 edition of
The San Bernardino County Sun
reported that the California State
trustees will meet May 13 to select
and approve one finalist as president
beginning this August.
Jorns  was in  Cal i fornia  and
unavailable for comment.
Jill Nilsen, special assistant to the
president ,  provided The Daily
Eastern News with a  wri t ten
statement on Jorns’ behalf.
The statement said, “Dr. Jorns has
said publicly that he is pleased to be
a part of the Eastern and Charleston
communities and is delighted with
the positive direction the university
is headed and with the institution’s
f ine reputat ion.  He also has
expressed that he is always receptive
to exploring new commitments and
challenges in higher education.” 
According to an article in the Dec.
12, 1996 edition of The Sun ,  the
open position was announced Dec.
9. 
The application deadline for the
position was Feb. 5.
An article in the April 5 edition of
The Sun said the Trustees Committee
for the Selection of the President
interviewed eight candidates April 3
and 4 and selected six semi-finalists.
A local  commit tee ,  which is
interviewing the semi-finalists, will
provide feedback to the Trustees
commit tee  today,  who wil l  then
narrow the candidates to three.
The article also stated that a pre-
search advisory commit tee
consisting of trustees and university
facul ty  and s taff ,  had met  and
narrowed down the candidate list
from about 150 to 25 on March 14.
According to the California State
at San Bernardino home page, the
university  population totals about
12,000 s tudents ,  of  which 38.5
percent are males and 61.5 percent
are females. 
Minority students comprise 47.4
percents  of  the s tudents  and
Caucasian students comprise 52.6
percent.
The Sun also reported the current
Cal  State  a t  San Bernardino
president, who will retire in August,
earns about $150,000 each year.
Nilsen said if Jorns receives the
presidency at California State, the
Board of Trustees will determine
who will replace him.
“In the past when we have lost a
president someone has typically
been appointed for a period of time
in an acting capacity,” Nilsen said.
AB questions use
of concert reserve
for new technology 
Jorns to know decision in two weeks
(Jorns) also has expressed
that he is always receptive
to exploring new commitments and
challenges in higher education.”
– Jill Nilsen,
special assistant to the
president
“ By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
It’s the last day of class. There are 10 minutes
left to fill out that evaluation to vent all frustration
caused by your professor during the past 15 weeks.
As students fill out the evaluations in their
departments, some may wonder if they have any
impact on the professors or the administration.
“I think they work in the science department,”
senior zoology major Jeff Roller said. “The
professors look at them.”
Senior psychology major Josh Tucker disagreed
with Roller. 
“I don’t think they work, especially if the
professor has tenure. No matter what goes on, the
evaluation is not going to affect them either way,”
Tucker said.
Freshman physical education major Becky
Cunningham said she doesn’t think the evaluations
have much of an impact. 
“I don’t know if they really look at them. There
are some teachers that are really crappy and I don’t
how they could stay if they considered the
Are evaluations
really important?
See EVALUATIONS page 2A
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Wellness and Wisdom
at Therapeutic Massage presents:
HEALING IN THE DEEPER REALMS
A daylong workshop to guide you to 
new levels of self-love and empowerment 
offered by therapist and author 
Judith Corvin-Blackburn, LCSW
On our journey to spiritual and emotional growth and well-being,
obstacles and challenges from outmoded beliefs, fears, and judge-
ments appear on our path. This workshop helps you identify and
transform those blocks as well as create new images of youself in a
fully loved empowered state.
Saturday, May 17, 1997 10am-5pm
Fee: $85.00 Limit: 20 To register call Carolyn Shobe at 348-8284
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Happy • B-Day • RIC
May 3rd,  
11am-10pm
Enjoy good t imes 
outs ide under the tent .
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This Weekend at
Friday
Saturday
350 Pitcher Lite, Icehouse, Rolling Rock
We’ll Miss You!
Good Luck in Arizona, Janell!
Love, Da Girls
Weekend Specials At
JERRY’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4TH AND LINCOLN
345-2844
WE DELIVER
Large 1 Topping
PIZZA
Small 1 Topping
PIZZA
$795 $595
We Accept Visa, Master Card, and Discover
11 am  - 1:00 am
FUN SUMMER JOBS
REMEDY TEMPORARY
“YOU’RE HIRED!”
Call one of our
Chicago offices for
an appointment:
Have a hot summer earning
cold cash as a 
Pick your job, name your hours,
work close to home and make
excellent wages.  Many positions
available: Secretary, Word
Processor, Clerical Support,
warehouse, and factory. 
Naperville area to Oak Brook:
630-369-3399
Itasca/Schaumburg area:
630-467-0440
Deerfield and North Suburbs:
847-509-3100
Niles/Skokie/Evanston/O’Hare:
847-470-0970
Southwest Chicago/South Chicago:
708-559-0770
Kane/DeKalb/Kendall Counties:
603-513-0197
Elgin:
847-622-0500
Downtown Chicago:
312-630-9090
By JEREMY GREER
Staff writer
Local residents will learn the
historical importance of process-
ing wool this Sunday at the
Lincoln Log Cabin Historic Site.
“From Sheep to Clothing,” the
first special event of the 1997
summer season, will be held from
1 p.m. to 5 p.m. at Lincoln Log
Cabin Historic Site, seven miles
south of Charleston on Fourth
Street.
Staff and volunteers will
demonstrate the steps involved in
the processing of wool, said
employee John Coffey.
“We will be showing visitors
how to shear the sheep on site,
wash the fleece, prepare the wool
for spinning, and the actual spin-
ning of wool into thread,” Coffey
said.
After the wool is spun, it be
will dyed with a variety of natural
dyes of the period, such as indi-
go, osage orange, madder, and
logwood. The colors will range
from yellow and green to purple
and black, a press release from
the Illinois Historic Preservation
Agency stated.
“Visitors will also see wool
jean clothing being made and
worn,” said Coffey. “Wool jean
depicts what the working class of
the 1840’s wore to keep them
warm and dry.”
Wool jean was used for work
clothes because of its durability,
Coffey said.
A loom will be on site and a
weaver will demonstrate the pro-
cess of weaving the dyed thread
into cloth. Also a knitter will be
knitting wool into clothing, the
press release stated.
This is the first of several spe-
cial events scheduled at Lincoln
Log Cabin this summer. Some of
the other events include the
Morgan Horse Show on May 31
and the Family to Oregon expedi-
tion on June 1, the press release
stated.
For a complete listing of all the
special events or for more infor-
mation, call Lincoln Log Cabin
Historic Site at 345-6489.
By DENISE RENFRO
and ROB STROUD
Staff editors
Six Eastern students were charged with alcohol
related violations Sunday morning by the Charleston
Police Department.
Timothy J. Waddick, 19; Jeremy M. Otahal, 20
and Jake C. Josias; all of 1707 Ninth St.; were each
charged with the sale or gift of alcohol to a minor at
2:10 a.m. Sunday at their residence, police reports
stated.
Brandon W. Hanfland, 20, also of 1707 Ninth St.,
was charged with the sale or gift of alcohol to a
minor during the same incident, police reports stat-
ed.
Sarah L. Seymour, 18, 313 Carman Hall and
Jessica M. Hollender, 18, 311 Carman Hall were
each charged with the purchase or acceptance of
alcohol by a minor while they were at 1707 Ninth
St., police reports stated.
In other campus and city news:
n Campus police found a 1981 Mercury Zepher
Monday belonging to Kristopher S. Coats, 20, 473
Taylor, parked in W lot with all four tires flat.
Reports stated the tires had been punctured.
n Diedre C. Barlow, 18, 229 Andrews Hall, reported
to police Monday that the windshield of her 1988
Ford Mustang was broken while parked either in the
Andrews Hall lot or in J lot.
n Cynthia L. Sowers, Thomas Hall Secretary,
reported to police on April 24 a coin machine in
Taylor Hall was opened with a screwdriver or some
such object. Reports stated that $100 was missing
from the machine and $25 damage was done to the
locks.
Wool program slated at Lincoln cabin
Six cited with alcohol related violations
evaluations,” Cunningham said. 
Economics professor Bill
Thompson said student evalua-
tions are very important to him.
“To me they are extremely
important. The student is number
one,” he said. “They take priority
over any other type of evalua-
tion.”
Thompson said he teaches a
class at another university where
evaluations are not that impor-
tant, but he likes it here better.
“I don’t think they are looked
at thoroughly enough by the
deans or whoever reviews them,”
said T.J. Pocock, senior graphic
design major. “People write bad
things about teachers and they’re
still teaching.”
“(Evaluations) are required as
a part of the evaluation process
for retention, promotion and
tenure as stipulated in our collec-
tive bargaining agreement with
the University Professionals of
Illinois,” said Contract Admin-
istrator Jeanne Simpson.
“It’s very serious business.
Nobody takes them lightly,”
Simpson said. “It doesn’t matter
whether there are comments or
not – they have to be consid-
ered.”
Simpson said the departments
are very careful with evaluations
and generally the professors
don’t see them until after grades
are turned in.
Simpson said she hopes the
students take evaluations as seri-
ously as administrators do.
There is a minimum number of
evaluations that must be conduct-
ed – at least once a semester by
every faculty member, she said. 
“That doesn’t mean in every
class,” Simpson said. 
Every department has a docu-
ment that specifies how many
evaluations are necessary,
Simpson said. 
“Many require more than the
contract requires,” Simpson said.
“In the evaluation process,
there is a personnel committee,
department chair, dean of the
department, university personnel
committee and the provost –
each of those groups has to look
at the whole package and consid-
er student evaluations,” Simpson
said.
EVALUATIONS from page one
the profits made from the concert are used to pay for
the performance.
Ryan said he thought the idea of money being
drained out of the student activity reserve is being
“blown out of proportion.” He said with the possibil-
ity of Aretha Franklin and Bill Cosby signing con-
tracts for future family weekend concerts, people
shouldn’t worry about coming up short on money.
COMPUTER from page one
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By ROB STROUD
City editor
If fund raising is successful,
Charleston will be getting its first
skate park where skateboarders,
bicyclists and in-line skaters can
practice their jumps, twists and
turns.
Mayor Dan Cougill Wednesday
met with three skateboarders at
North Park, the proposed location
for the skate park, to discuss plans
for building and funding the park.
Cougill said the skateboarders
will have to decide on the specifi-
cations for the park. He said the
obstacles for the skate park will
have to be built up to insurance
standards.
Jason Cline, an Eastern graduate
and a supporter of the skate park,
said he would get information on
how the obstacles could be safely
constructed.
“I’m going to get a hold of some
skateboard companies as well as
parks and see what they’ve got,”
Cline said.
“We’ll work with them on trying
to get that built,” Cougill said. The
city may assist the skateboarders
with bringing building materials to
the site, he said.
However, Cougill said funds for
the project will have to be raised
by the skateboarders.
Cline said he would get a list of
potential donors and present it to
Cougill at the Charleston City
Council meeting next week.
“We need all the support we can
get,” Cline said.
Cougill suggested the skate-
boarders solicit building materials
for the park from local businesses.
“If we could get donations from
the lumber companies, that would
help a lot,” said Tim Bell, a
Charleston high school skateboard-
er. 
Cougill said the skate park
would be surrounded by an
unlocked fence and have a list of
rules at the gate. He said the skate-
boarders will have to abide by
these rules, which include wearing
a helmet and safety pads. 
“The insurance companies will
mandate helmets and pads,”
Cougill said.
Josh Glosser, the president of
Eastern’s In-line Skating Club, said
he thought the skate park would
attract skaters from Eastern and
Charleston after it is established.
“Its kind of difficult to find
places to skate in Charleston,”
Glosser said. The campus prohibits
skaters and bicyclists from doing
tricks because they are afraid of
the potential damage, he said.
Glosser said the In-line Skating
Club has driven as far as
Indianapolis to skate. Glosser said
he thought the skate park would
attract people from outside of the
area and could be a good site for
skateboarding or in-line skating
tournaments.
Cline said the skateboarders will
construct obstacles for the park
that can be used for skateboarding,
in-line skating and trick bicycling.
“We want to make it accessible
to people from any sport,” Cline
said.
CHET PIOTROWSKI, JR./Staff photographer
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill talks with Jesse White, 15, Tim Bell, 16
and  Jason Cline, 25, all of Charleston, about building a skatepark for
skateboarders, inline skaters, and byciclists Thursday afternoon at
North Park.
Planning for Charleston skate park underway
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff writer
The Illinois Board of Higher Education will con-
sider transferring almost $500,000 toward salary
increases for Eastern faculty members at it’s meet-
ing next week.
The IBHE will meet at 9 a.m. Tuesday at the
Radisson Hotel in Schaumburg. The meeting will
not be covered in The Daily Eastern News because
Monday’s issue is the final issue for the semester.
If approved by IBHE members, a total of
$478,200 will be transferred into Eastern’s personal
services account. This transfer will consist of
$17,600 from the commodities appropriation,
$56,000 from the equipment appropriation and
$404,000 from the general revenue fund appropria-
tion.
Personal services is the line item all university
employees are paid from. 
Debra Smitley, associate director for public
affairs for the IBHE, said the transfers cover any
changes that occur after the budget is set by the
state.The budget is set before the fiscal year begins
on July 1.
The IBHE also will look at a proposal for the
Illinois Prairie Higher Education Consortium to be
allocated $1,091,000 to build 17 distance learning
sites for the schools involved in it. 
Eastern’s portion of that money – $126,000 – will
be used to build two distance learning sites, one in
Buzzard Building and another in a location which
has not been determined. 
In other business, the IBHE will approve the
usage of $69,850 to purchase a 190 foot by 240 foot
lot adjacent to the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and the Doudna Fine Arts Center. The lot is
tentatively intended to be used for parking.
The purchase was already approved at the BOT
meeting April 21 and uses university money, but
Smitley said state law requires all property purchas-
es to be approved by the IBHE.
IBHE to look at transfer of money
Several trees will be planted
in Greek Court by different
sororities in an event spon-
sored by the Panhel lenic
Council.
“Plant-a- t ree” wil l  take
place in the Greek Court cul-
de-sac at 3 p.m. today. 
All students are invited to
celebrate National Arbor Day,
which was on Wednesday, and
plant trees.
“Everybody should come
out for this, it will be a great
time,” said Kelly Wieczorek, a
junior special education major.
Wieczorek and Jen Ashby, a
junior elementary education
major, are the organizers of the
event.
“We expect a huge turnout
because this is such an impor-
tant issue,” Wieczorek said.
The Panhellenic Council
hopes that students will start a
t rend at  Eastern in  adding
beauty to the school. 
Previous students’ attempts
at this have failed, Wieczorek
said.
Greeks to plant trees
Correction
A story in the Tuesday edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrect-
ly said that the first Peacefest event occurred last year. Peacefest has
been going on for several years.
The Men of
Lambda Chi Alpha
would like to wish our graduating
class the best of Iuck in the future
and thank them for everything
they have done!
Erik Fearday
Kevin Picket
Jason Bonds
Jay Hoffman
Brian Carrasquillo
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Last weekend before finals
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Get there early,
miss the line!
watermelon
buttery nipple
purple hooter
sour apple,
cherry, grape;
pucker
tequila
Stu’s tip: Dust off the books and start studying first thing sunday night!
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Jorns has too much
to finish at Eastern
to look for new job
Newspapers offer things web sites still can’t
Dear editor:
I am writing in regard to Grant
Murphy’s April 22 letter to the edi-
tor.  Let  me ask you something
Grant, how could even call bombing
the federal building in Oklahoma
City an American Dream?
There are plenty of ways to deal
with the government, and bombing a
federal building is not one of them.
One point you had was that “we
live in a nation founded by revolu-
tion and violent terrorism.” I agree,
we do, but that is no excuse for peo-
ple to take matters into their own
hands.
I do not know if you are blind or
just have no idea what you are talk-
ing about, but the Oklahoma bomb-
ing was not simple.
People’s lives were turned upside
down, and the bombing is some-
thing that the survivors and victims
will have to live with for the rest of
their lives.
You asked, “How could you not
care about a man who is being per-
secuted by this hypocritical govern-
ment and i ts  people?” Well  my
question to you is: “Why should
we?”
Erin Kraatz
freshman elementary
education major
Dear editor:
Last weekend’s blood drive was
an overwhelming success.
Many students and community
members bypassed other opportuni-
t ies  of  numerous act ivi t ies  to
donate.
Earlier at the February five-day
drive,  surveys were distr ibuted
inquiring preferred days for the
smaller drive. Our survey showed
there was equal interest each day.
With this information, we divided
our goals of 250 equally among the
five days, resulting in a 50-pint goal
each day.
Monday was an exceptional day
for potential donors.
Since our goal was only 50, lines
were long and there was a wait of
more than an hour.
Fortunately, for those people who
had to leave, there will be two more
possible days to donate – Monday
and Tuesday from 4 to 8 p.m. in
Lawson Hall.
With the summer months coming
up, donations always drop. Blood is
especially important during this
time because of increased accidents
and holidays.
Please make time to save a life
and donate blood before you leave
campus for the summer.
Thanks again to all the donors
and volunteers, especially those who
were there for long hours. Your sup-
port made this drive a success.
Jill Dickerson
senior health education major,
American Red Cross intern
Anne Feuerborn
sophomore finance major,
Eastern Blood Drive
president  and coordinator
your turnU.S. built on revolution,
but bombing Oklahoma
building doesn’t apply
Blood drive continues
for those who couldn’t
wait in line last time
On Wednesday afternoon,
Chicago Tribune columnist
Mike Royko died. But before
The Associated Press had spe-
cif ic  information about  his
death, an essay-length story was
on the Tribune’s Internet web
site about his death and history.
With the increasing use of the
Internet and the growing popu-
larity of the World Wide Web,
many aspects  of  the future
remain uncertain.
As a journalism student, one area that remains uncer-
tain is the future of newspapers.
As the Internet continues to grow and more people
are able to log on at any time, what will happen to
newspapers?
Many newspapers now have web pages, and those
interested can find virtually every piece of news a news-
paper reports in their morning, afternoon or evening
editions on the Internet, before the newspaper is printed.
The newspaper industry is trying to keep up with the
rapidly changing computer technology without losing
the most important part of the industry: the newspaper.
Although the newspaper industry certainly should
take note of the Internet and other technology, losing
newspapers to the Internet will not happen any time
soon.
Although more and more people are using the
Internet to gather information, a large segment of the
population is still computer illiterate.
Young people are probably the most likely to use
computers and welcome the changing technology. But
the younger generation is only one segment of the popu-
lation.
Many older people still do not use computers, or use
them only when absolutely necessary.
It is this group that needs and wants newspapers to be
its primary source of information.
One aspect of a newspaper that so far cannot be
duplicated on the Internet is the ability to know who is
giving out the information and
track that person down if there
are any questions.
For example, every story in
The Daily Eastern News, with
the exception of the editorial,
has a byline that states who
wrote the story. If readers have
any questions about the story,
or if any information is incor-
rect, they can call the news-
room and talk to whoever wrote
the story.
This cannot be done on the Internet. You may or may
not ever know who is giving the information or even if
the information is correct.
Another part of a newspaper that cannot be duplicat-
ed on the Internet is the function of bringing the com-
munity together so all members know what is going on
in their area.
The Internet cannot replace The News because so far
there is no web site devoted specifically to Eastern to
give up-to-date news on what students, faculty and the
administration is doing. No web site acts as a watchdog
to the administration like the student newspaper does.
And the same is true for almost any newspaper. No
web site acts as a watchdog to the Charleston govern-
ment like the Charleston Times-Courier does. No web
site gives Charleston-only news that readers in the town
need to know.
By giving information to a specific audience rather
than just anyone who wants to log on to the web page, a
newspaper is able to bring a community together and
give it all information about its home.
Although one day all  people may be using the
Internet and the Internet may be able to serve the same
purpose as a newspaper, this day will not come soon.
–Reagan Branham is a regular weekly columnist and
managing editor for The Daily Eastern News. Her e-
mail address is curlb4@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu.
REAGAN BRANHAM
Regular columnist
“A newspaper
is able to bring
a community
together and
give it all
information
about its
home.”
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Jorns sighting of the week
Because students have complained about the 
visibility of President David Jorns, The Daily Eastern
News will provide a glimpse of him during his
weekly activities at the end of each week.
Being evaluated as a semi-finalist for a new university
president job, Jorns spent Thursday at California State
University at San Bernardino.
Eastern’s not-too-distant future looks really good on
paper right now, and this outlook may help President
David Jorns land a new job in California. Although
Jorns has publicly noted that he plans to eventually
retire as Eastern’s president, he is now a semi-finalist for
president of California State at San Bernardino.
This is a particularly bad time to be without a presi-
dent. Eastern is more than a group of several plans on
paper, and the university requires a solid administrative
structure, especially with
some of the major projects to
be continued over the next
few years.
Should Jorns get the job and leave Eastern, he will
have left a university in a state of structural transition.
Things are stable now, although Eastern already has a
temporary administrator serving as vice president for
academic affairs, which is the No. 2 position at the uni-
versity.
Jorns’ replacement would take over in mid-transition
and would be expected to finish up many things his pre-
decessor would have left behind.
For example, Jorns has played a major role in the
strategic plan – a list of objectives with a huge scope
dealing with personnel, productivity and minority
enrollment among other things, which would be put in
place by the year 2000.
Also underway are University Studies, a major
administrative restructuring of student services, and the
Individualized Studies Program, a proposal for students
to create a curriculum to fit their academic exploits.
These are also important to Jorns’ administration.
In his March State of the University address, Jorns
depicted a university leaping to the forefront of compre-
hensive American universities, foreseeing Eastern’s
name among selective, traditional schools like Miami of
Ohio and the College of William and Mary.
The last thing Eastern needs is a change at the top of
its administrative structure. Jorns needs to follow
through on everything that Eastern has begun.
Otherwise, his vision of Eastern as the next William and
Mary may end up just a pile of papers.
Editorial
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By CHRIS ROSS
Staff writer
The 11th Annual Mahogany
Awards ceremony this weekend
will recognize African American
leaders on campus. 
The awards ceremony will be
held at 7 p.m. Saturday in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
A brief reception will begin at 6:30
p.m. and the awards will begin
promptly at 7 p.m.
“The objective of the Mahogany
Awards is to recognize all of the
outstanding African American
leaders on Eastern’s campus,” said
Ceci Brinker, assistant director of
Student Life/Multi-Cultural Affairs.
The awards ceremony is broken
up into three different categories of
awards which attempt to cover all
aspects of the students’ lives.
The first group of awards is the
Campus Wide Awards, in which
students get to recognize their peers
for outstanding achievements in
specific areas.
One of the awards in this seg-
ment will be given to the men and
women of distinction. The award
recognizes the top three African
American men and women on cam-
pus who have excelled in leader-
ship, academics, campus involve-
ment and service within the Eastern
community.
Another award is the Emerging
Leader, which will recognize a stu-
dent whose potential leadership,
involvement, and contributions
made a significant impact to the
campus.
The second group of awards is
the Who’s Who awards, which are
voted on by members of the
African American community for
deserving members.
Some of these awards include
the most talented person, best
dressed, best personality and most
athletic.
The third group of awards are the
Special Recognition Awards and
are given by the individual organi-
zations to their members for
achievement in specific areas.
The Black Student Union and the
Black Greek Council use this time
to recognize outstanding executive
officers, cabinet directors and new
members.
The BGC will also be making a
special presentation to two out-
standing minority leaders who will
receive a $50 cash prize.
“We encourage the entire cam-
pus community to come out and
support the awards ceremony,”
Brinker said.
The entertainment segment of
the awards ceremony will include
comedian Corey Holcomb, rap
artists RMC and Da Twenz, and
R&B artist Jerome Cook.
The awards ceremony is free and
open to the public.
By CHRIS WISE
Staff writer
The Council on Academic Affairs approved eight
new core classes for, as well as a revision to the com-
munication disorders and sciences major on
Thursday.
“We are trying to align our semester hours ... and
give our course numbering system some meaning,”
said Robert Augustine, CDS professor and chairman
of the proposal.
CDS 3300 - Introduction to Audiology will be the
only new course to be offered in the fall semester,
with the other courses becoming available later.
Other courses approved include CDS 2000 -
Introduction to Communication Disorders; CDS 2100
- Phonetics and Phonological Development; CDS
2500 - Anatomy and Physiology of the Speech and
Swallowing Disorders; CDS 2800 - Speech Science;
CDS 2300 - Language Disorders in Children; CDS
3300 - Introduction to Audiology; CDS 3700 -
Diagnosis and Treatment of Communication
Disorders and CDS 4300 - Oral Rehabilitation.
Revising the major will consist of restructuring the
semester hours so they would apply to the relevant
courses in relation to the student.
In other CAA business, the council tabled a pro-
posal that would restructure the number of semester
hours needed by a transfer student in order to gradu-
ate with distinction at Eastern.
CAA members decided to table the proposal to
their first summer meeting in order to get further
information on the matter.
The council also elected its new officers for the
1997-98 school year.
Mary Wohlrabe, a journalism professor, will take
over as chair of the council, and William Addison, a
psychology professor, will be the new vice chair. 
African Americans to be honored
Eight classes added to integrated core
Dance Party
All Weekend Long!
Drink Specials Dinner Specials
16oz. Bud Light,
Miller Lite, Drafts
Pucker Shots
$150
$195
Friday
All you can eat walleye $6.95
Steak & Shrimp  $7.50
Saturday
8oz Ribeye, Baked $6.95
Tossed Greek Salad $5.25
Express Lunch Daily - 15 mins or less
No
Cover
YOUNGSTOWN
Cambridge & Nantucket
345-2363
CALL TO VIEW OUR UNIQUE
APARTMENTS TODAY!!
Now Renting For Fall ‘97 & ‘98 & Summer
Spacious 2 Bedroom
Townhouses for 3 & 4 People
1,3 & 4 Bedrooms Available
Central Air
Fully Furnished
24 Hr. Maintenance
Dishwashers
Decks & Balconies
Onsite Management
Garbage Disposals
(Around corner at S. 9th 
St. across from church)Rent before
4-18-97 
and get
free carpet
NEW
OWNERSHIP
SUMMER RATES
1 Bedroom $58500
2 Bedroom $68500
3 & 4 Bedroom $78500
One Time Payment
CALL TODAY!
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Good Luck on 
Finals
TAKE A STUDY 
BREAK & 
C A L L 348 - 8 282
$599+ tax
+ tax
$1199
UNBEATABLE SA VINGSI CHOOSE FROM ANY 3 COUPONS    
Add toppings 70 ¢
Add toppings 95 ¢
Perfect Lunch 
or
Midnight Munch
small one topping 
& breadstix
$599+ tax
STUDY PAK
1 Large 1 Topping &
order of breadstix 
& 2 liter of coke
$1099+ tax
Large Cheese Pizza
or
2 Large cheese Pizzas for
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The men of Delta Sigma Phi
would like to thank
for sponsoring our 1997
DeSIGnated Driver Program
DSF
DSF
TMCRAIG’S
VIDEO
ARBY’s
HARDEES
McDonald’s
O N C A M P U S
SUPER K
The Alpha’s
Appreciate
Arby’s
Dale Bayle’s
Long John
Silver’s
Subway
Super K
Tokens
Wilb
Walkers
For Sponsoring our
Designated Drivers Program
This Weekend at....
Mother's. . .
F r ii d a y   ii s   Q u a r t   N ii t e
S a t u r d a y   ii s   B u c k   N ii t e
1.25 cocktails and bottles
16oz. droughts
8 o ’ s  N i g h t  -  W i n  a  C D’ s  i t  -  i   
Saturday, May 3, 1997 • University Ballroom
Starts Promptly at 7:00 pm
FREE ADMISSION!!
Dress Attire Required
Refreshments will be served.
Co-Sponsored by Black Student Union, Black Greek Council, Office of
the Vice President for Student Affairs, University Board Comedy and
Human Potential Committees & African American Heritage
Celebration Committee
Sigma Sigma Sigma
Jam Bagwanedee
Rita Bartelt
Andrea Cairns
Julie Frugo
Kelly Krueger
Beth Mitchell
Mirjam Schuchmann
Lisa Stranz
Neale Taulbee
Teresa Tellez
Best of luck in the future
You will all be missed!
Would like to congratulate 
their graduating seniors
TONIGHT!
AT: PANTHERS
9:30 pm - 3:00 am
Open Fri., Sat.,
Nights
348-0288
18 to enter
DENVER (AP) – Dante
Bichette and Quinton McCracken
delivered home runs, but it was the
pitching staff that delivered
Thursday for the Colorado
Rockies as they beat the Chicago
Cubs 5-4.
Bill Swift (3-1) allowed one run
on only four hits in six innings. He
struck out two and walked three.
Four relievers including Steve
Reed came on to hold off a come-
back bid as the Rockies swept the
two-game series and improved to
4-0 against Chicago this season.
“Pitching was the difference
beginning with Swift, who threw
the ball well and racked up 80
pitches pretty quickly,” Colorado
manager Don Baylor said. “When
he went out the last inning, he was
right at his pitch count and he got
two outs with three pitches. That is
the kind of veteran he is.”
Errors by shortstop Walt Weiss
and first baseman Andres
Galarraga gave the Cubs two
unearned runs in the eighth, mak-
ing it 5-3.
Tyler Houston led off the
Chicago ninth
with his first
home run of
the season. 
Mark Grace
grounded out
with runners
on first and second to end the
game, giving Steve Reed his first
save.
“I was all out of pitches what
with my closer (Bruce Ruffin)
unavailable with a cut index finger
on his pitching hand and Darren
Holmes going on the DL with a
strained right elbow,” Baylor said.
“All I had left was Reed and he
battled Grace and got the ground
ball out.”
“I hit the ball right on the button
and thought I’d gotten the ball
through the infield,” Grace said.
“(Eric) Young comes out of
nowhere to make the play and we
get another loss.”
Reed had experienced trouble
with Grace, a .444 (4-for-9) life-
time hitter against him.
“Grace is a great hitter that real-
ly wears me out,” Reed said.
“I would just as soon faced
(Sammy) Sosa than Grace because
Sosa isn’t hitting the ball very well
right now.”
Frank Castillo (1-4), who had a
2.87 ERA and won his two previ-
ous starts at Coors Field, gave up
four runs in six innings.
An error by second baseman
Ryne Sandberg made two of the
runs unearned.
Castillo walked Eric Young and
McCracken with one out in the
third. Shortstop Shawon Dunston
fielded Larry Walker’s potential
double-play grounder and made an
underhanded flip that Sandberg let
get past him into right field, allow-
ing both runners to score.
Dunston tripled in the sixth and
scored on Grace’s sacrifice fly.
Bichette hit a two-run homer in
the sixth for a 4-1 lead. 
His 419-foot shot was his third
home run of the season and fol-
lowed a leadoff single by
Galarraga.
McCracken hit a leadoff homer
against Bob Patterson in the sev-
enth.
Rockies squeak by Cubs
also among the team’s solid performers during the season.
As far as the Lady Panthers’ thoughts on their first trip through the Ohio Valley Conference, Craft
said the OVC was pretty much what he expected. 
“We knew who the powerhouses were going to be but I’m surprised Southeast dominated as well as
they did,” Craft said. 
“The OVC will be good, though, because over time we will develop rivals since the OVC is not as
spread out as the Mid-Continent Conference.”
TRACK from page 8A
record and a 5.92 ERA. He is third
on the team with 43 earned runs
given up, but is also third on the team
with 48 strike outs. As a staff, Austin
Peay has a 6.87 ERA, giving up 295
earned runs on 454 hits, while strik-
ing out 320 batters.
“The strength of our team is start-
ing upperclassmen pitching,” Hetland
said. “They started off slow early in
the season, but its been good as of
late.”
Schmitz has junior Randy
Eversgerd and freshman Brian Prina
slated to start on Saturday, while
junior Bobby Castelli will pitch the
final game of the series on Sunday.
Prina comes in with a 3-1 record
and a 5.76 ERA. In 55 innings
pitched, he has given up 35 earned
runs on 60 hits, while striking out
40 and walking 35. 
“Pitching will be the key, our
pitching in conference has kept a
few games close,”Schmitz said.
“They have a couple of guys that
can get on base and score runs,
they’re a very offensive team.”
BASEBALL from page 8A
TEAM                                 Conf.   Overall
Tennessee Tech
Middle Tennessee
Eastern Kentucky
Eastern Illinois
Austin Peay
Southeast Missouri
Morehead State
Murray State
Tennessee-Martin
Murray State
14-7
12-6
10-8
9-9
9-9
9-9
7-11
8-13
6-12
28-19
25-18
20-27
20-24
21-26
18-25
20-27
23-24
13-25
1997 MEN’S
Baseball
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WE DELIVER
Ask for our 
Daily Dinner Combos!
$4.99 includes chicken
fried rice or steamed
rice and eggroll.
CHINA 88
1140 Lincoln 348-1232
Daily Lunch
Buffet
$4.50
Now serving beer & wine
“Where the food tastes great!”
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Don’t pack your stuff
The way this guy is
doing it!
Pack it up right...
BOXES FO R
SALE
75¢ each
3 / $2.00
10 / $5.00
While supply lasts
Student Publications Upstairs Office 
(West End Union Walkway)
CHICAGO (AP) – Scott ie
Pippen proved that his team is
more than a one-man gang. 
Michael Jordan showed again
that he can and will take over in
the fourth quarter. 
Dennis Rodman and Toni
Kukoc demonstrated that they
are ready to make some major
playoff contributions.
And the Chicago Bulls con-
firmed they are ready to win
another NBA title – even if it’s
not going to be easy.
“It’s  always a struggle,”
coach Phil  Jackson said
Wednesday after his Bulls com-
pleted a three-game first-round
sweep of the Washington Bullets
with a 96-95 victory. “The East
has been very competitive this
year. 
We knew we were playing a
team that had momentum com-
ing into the playoffs, and we
were fortunate to get  out  in
three.” 
Though Jordan scored 14 of
his 28 points in the fourth quar-
ter – “He is so much better than
everyone out there,” teammate
Steve Kerr said – Chicago
wouldn’t  have won without
Pippen’s clutch play.
Like the rest  of  the team,
Pippen spent Game 2 doing little
but watching Jordan score 55
points. 
Wednesday, Pippen wasn’t
content to stand around. 
He grabbed the basketball
after  i t  had popped out of
Jordan’s hands, drove the base-
line and dunked over Harvey
Grant with 7.4 seconds to go.
“A few years back, I’d have
looked for Michael to take the
big shot,” said Pippen, who also
made a huge 3-pointer as the
Bulls rallied from a late nine-
point deficit. “But the opportu-
nity presented itself and I took it
to the basket hard.” 
Chicago next meets either the
Detroit  Pistons or Atlanta
Hawks.
If Detroit beats Atlanta on
Friday night, the Bulls-Pistons
series would start Sunday. 
An Atlanta win would force a
decisive fifth game Sunday, and
the Bulls probably wouldn’t
play again unti l  next
Wednesday.
“(Against) either one of those
teams, if we play the type of
basketball we’ve been playing,
we could really be in a danger-
ous si tuation,” Jordan said.
“What we have to concentrate
on is playing our type of basket-
ball, getting our guys healthy
and getting our game back.” 
Rodman, who missed the
final 13 regular-season games
with a sprained knee ligament,
returned to the starting lineup
and had by far his best game of
the series with 14 points and 10
rebounds.
Kukoc, who sat out almost six
weeks with foot problems, came
off the bench to score 16 points
on 4-for-7 shooting after going
3-for-15 in the first two games.
Took entire team effort for Bulls against Washington
two teams, 2-0, 3-2, 4-2. The lone Morehead win was a 3-2 decision at
Morehead.
No. 4 Tennessee-Martin vs. No. 5 Middle Tennessee.
Closing out the conference tournament brackets are The Lady Raiders
of Middle Tennessee and the Lady Skyhawks of Tennessee-Martin.
Middle Tennessee ended its season with a mark of 28-27 over all, 14-15
in conference. Tennessee-Martin was 21-22-1 overall and 15-11 in the
OVC at the season’s close.
These two played only two of their scheduled four games this season,
with each team winning one. The Lady Raiders won the first game, shut-
ting out Tennessee-Martin 2-0. In the night cap of the doubleheader, the
Lady Skyhawks beat out Middle Tennessee for the 4-3 victory.
TOURNEY from page 8A
ST. LOUIS (AP) – Matt Morris waited
so long for his first victory he didn’t leave
much to chance.
Making his fifth start, the rookie retired
the first 17 batters and allowed four hits in
7 1-3 innings as the St. Louis Cardinals
beat the Florida Marlins 3-2 Thursday for
their fifth straight victory.
“It’s a relief,” Morris said. “A win is
something you can’t control. You can go
out there and pitch and pitch hard, but who
knows what’s going to happen out there?”
Manager Tony La Russa said Morris, a
first-round draft pick in 1995 who pitched
at Double-A Arkansas last year, won’t have
to worry about that.
“I know a lot of times organizations
pump up a young player or a young pitcher
and then the guy shows up,” La Russa said.
“This guy has a chance to be very special.”
Morris (1-1), who has a 2.59 ERA, struck
out five and walked one. The Marlins
didn’t have a hard-hit ball until pitcher
Alex Fernandez, who is 4-for-13, doubled
to left with two out in the sixth as Mark
Sweeney barely missed a diving catch.
“I thought I had a good break on the ball,
it just tailed away,” Sweeney said.
“Obviously, when a guy is out there pitch-
ing like he was you want to make that play
for him.” Greg Zaun chased Morris with a
two-run homer with one out in the eighth,
his first of the season. 
Mark Petkovsek got the last two outs in
the eighth and Dennis Eckersley finished
for his sixth save. 
Cardinals defeat Florida 3-2 for fifth straight victory
CINCINNATI (AP) – New month, same outcome
for the Atlanta Braves: They just win.
Michael Tucker hit the first of three Atlanta
homers as the Braves carried their remarkable April
success into a new month by beating the down-and-
out Cincinnati Reds 4-2 Thursday.
Atlanta, which won a major league-record 19
games in April, started another month with another
methodical victory – solid pitching by John Smoltz,
three more homers and a bevy of superb defensive
plays. 
Javier Lopez picked Hal Morris off first base as
part of a double play to end it.
“The Braves are better than the ‘27 Yankees, I
guess,’’ downcast Reds manager Ray Knight said.
At 20-6, the defending NL champions are off to
the best start in franchise history. Their best month
last season was May, when they went 19-6.
“I don’t know if we’re more talented or better
than our teams of the past,’’ said closer Mark
Wohlers, who pitched out of a threat in the ninth to
remain perfect in seven save chances. “But we’re
definitely more fun to watch. We’re more exciting
than in the past.’’ 
Atlanta defeats Cincinnati 4-2
The Daily Eastern News
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By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
Eastern’s softball team will go
head-to-head with the Lady
Colonels of Eastern Kentucky in
the Ohio Valley Conference soft-
ball tournament this weekend at
Morehead State University.
The Lady Panthers will enter
the game as the No. 3 team in the
OVC, with a record of 19-11 in
conference, and 33-23 overall.
Eastern Kentucky is the sixth
team in the eight-team OVC tour-
nament. This season the Lady
Colonels posted a conference
record of 14-13, and were 22-27
overall.
Eastern Illinois split with
Eastern Kentucky, wining two of
four meetings this season. After
dropping both ends of a double
header against the Lady Colonels
on March 28, 2-1 and 1-0, the
Lady Panthers took both games
of an April 12 twin-bill, 3-2 and
8-3.
Lady Panther head coach
Stephanie Fox said the team’s
chances of defeating the Lady
Colonels and advancing in the
tourney depend on the offense.
“I feel confident we have a
chance to beat them,” she said.
“Our losses were very close
games. If we hit the ball well, we
can beat them. We’ve been play-
ing solid defensively and our
pitchers have been doing very
well, all of them.”
In the two loses, Fox said the
Lady Colonel pitching staff had
been the key. She believes
Eastern hit better in the second
doubleheader and should not have
any problems getting to the
Eastern Kentucky rotation in the
tournament.
That rotation consists of
juniors Missy Phillips and
Heather Farmer and sophomore
Amy DeSmet. The staff has a
combined ERA of 3.31 and the
opposition is batting .290 against
it.
Eastern’s staff includes junior
Mandy White, sophomore Stacy
Siebert and freshmen Sara
DeLaere and Kim Schuette.
Together, these four have posted a
2.38 ERA for the regular season.
The opposition is batting .246
against the Lady Panther rotation.
Eastern was in second place in
the OVC until the last weekend of
the season, when a Tennessee
Tech winning streak allowed the
Golden Eagles to swap positions
with the Lady Panthers.
Fox said being ranked third in
the tournament is not a concern
for the Lady Panthers.
“We were ranked third to start
the season, so there is no real
pressure on us,” she said. “I think
we’re a better team than third. I
truly believe we can win the con-
ference.
With the games at the end of
their schedule spaced out more
than the games earlier in the sea-
son, Fox said the team will be
ready and rested for the tourna-
ment.
No. 1 Southeast Missouri vs.
No. 8 Austin Peay:
Southeast Missouri claims the
top seed on the strength of a 20-5
conference record. The Otahkians
are 29-21-1 overall.
Austin Peay took the final tour-
nament spot with a record of 5-14
in the OVC, 16-21 overall. The
Lady Govs edged out Tennessee
State to make the tournament.
Southeast Missouri swept
Austin Peay, winning both games
of a doubleheader, 7-1 and 3-1.
No. 2 Tennessee Tech vs. No.
7 Morehead State:
The Golden Eagles of
Tennessee Tech go into the tour-
nament as the hottest team in the
OVC, winning seven of their last
eight games.
The Golden Eagles are 11-4 in
the OVC and 34-11-1 overall. 
The Lady Eagles of Morehead
are —- in the conference, —-
overall.
Tennessee Tech won three of
the four meetings between these
Lady Panthers open up with Colonels
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The fate of Eastern’s baseball team’s
conference tournament hopes might come
down to this weekend’s three-game series
against Austin Peay. 
The teams will play a 1 p.m. double-
header on Saturday, and will finish off the
series with a 1 p.m. game on Sunday.
“Both teams are in fourth place right
now with one other team, so I say whoev-
er wins this series virtually guarantees
themselves a spot in the tournament,”
Austin Peay assistant coach Brian Hetland
said. “It should be a good battle, both
teams are good offensively, and it looks
like we’ve both struggled from the
mound.”
The top six teams in conference
advance to the Ohio Valley Conference
tournament.
Both teams are sitting in fourth place
along with Southeast Missouri State in the
OVC, all three with identical 9-9 confer-
ence records.
“We’re all right there right now, and
with six games to go anything can hap-
pen,” Panther head coach Jim Schmitz
said. “They’ve been playing real well
lately and pitching real well. They also
come in with a good reputation.”
The Govs come in with a 21-27 overall
record, and have lost 12 of their last 16
games, including an eight-game losing
streak. 
After winning two games in a row, the
Govs lost to the University of Memphis 6-
4 on Tuesday.
Eastern comes in with an overall record
of 20-25. The Panthers took two of three
from conference-leading Tennessee Tech
last weekend, but fell to St. Louis 7-3 on
Tuesday.
Offensively, the Govs are led by senior
outfielder Kent Brown, who boasts a .392
batting average. He leads the team with 74
hits and is tied for the team lead with 31
RBI.
Of the 74 hits, Brown has nine doubles,
which places him second on the team. 
Tied for the team lead in RBI with
Brown is junior infielder/outfielder Billy
Montimore. He is second on the team with
30 hits, while pounding out four doubles
and two homers.
Austin Peay’s leading home run hitter is
junior outfielder Mark Turken. Of his 42
hits, Turken has six homers and six dou-
bles.
As a team, Peay is batting .298 with 75
doubles, 35 home runs and six triples. 
The Panthers are going to have to do
without their RBI leader, junior third base-
man Mark Smith, and starting sophomore
catcher Ryan Bridgewater this weekend.
The two collided in a practice after
Tuesday’s loss to St. Louis.
Senior Jimmy Stamper will take over the
third base position, while senior Nolan
Lofgren will be behind the plate.
The pitching staff for the Govs is led by
senior Zak Doan, who comes in with a 5-1
record and a 5.23 ERA. In 65 1/3 innings
pitched, Doan has given up 30 earned runs
on 47 hits, while striking out a team-lead-
ing 53 batters.
Last year’s OVC pitcher of the year
senior Craig Smith comes in with a 5-6
Fourth place on the line against Austin Peay
CHET PIOTROWSKI JR/Staff photographer
Panther baseball head coach Jim Schmitz instructs one of his catchers in a practice earlier
this week. Eastern hopes to hold on to fourth place as it hosts Austin Peay this weekend.
Otahkians capture top seed
in OVC softball tournament
See TOURNEY page 7A
See BASEBALL page 6A
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
Eastern’s women’s track team will close out its regular
season this weekend when it journeys to Indiana for a
meet at Indiana State University while the men’s team
will travel up to Michigan for the Central Collegiate
Meet. 
Both teams had several athletes compete at the Drake
Relays last weekend, but this will be the first meet for the
Panther teams as a whole since the Ohio Valley
Conference meet two weeks ago in Charleston. 
At that meet, the men’s team took first while the
women’s team captured fifth.
Women’s head coach John Craft said he is looking to
see his team close out the year strong.
“We’re taking this opportunity to go over there and fin-
ish the year in style,” Craft said. “It’s one last opportunity
for our athletes to improve and hopefully the weather will
cooperate.”
While Craft’s team is looking forward to competing
this weekend, he said he has noticed gradual improvement
throughout the season leading up to this season finale.
“We had quite a bit of improvement but we had to deal
with the earlier conference meet and it made the adjust-
ment somewhat difficult,” he said. “As the seasons pass,
though, will get accustomed to it.”
Craft is already planning on see his team become more
accustomed to the OVC next year.
“We finished in the top half this year and so I want our
team to be in the third or better next season,” Craft said of
where he expects his team to finish in the OVC meet.
“Our team realizes we have a good shot at doing that.”
Besides improvement by the team, Craft said there
were several athletes who had strong seasons. 
“Tisha Alvarez did an admirable job and I’ve been
pleased with her accomplishments because she’s really
done a lot,” he said. “Jo-Ann Trevino exceeded our
expectations and Vicki Sleezer learned some new events
while doing well.”
Craft added that Sue Langer and Cristen Conrad were
Track teams go on road to run final events of season
See TRACK page 6A
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B to throw end 
of semester 
bash on South 
Quad 
d'hathy schreier 
stq.ff writer 
he tension is building. Finals are 
next week. Students are 
clamoring to the library and 
mputer labs to finish last-minute 
papers and projects. The stress level on 
llJTipus is reaching its peak. But don't 
ccumb to the pressure! Relax ... at 
akin' the Quad. 
The University Board Special Events Committee is 
ding its annual spring Quakin' the Quad at the south 
of campus at 7 p.m. today as a stress reliever for stu-
ts before finals. Funded by student fees and co-spon-
ed by the Parents Club, Quakin' is free to students 
the community . 
.,.his is the UB's biggest event of the year so we're 
ing good attendance," said Amy McGoogan, coor-
tor of the event along with Julie Ferris. 
In an attempt to provide a fun, free, on-campus activi-
and to reach a variety of students with different inter-
McGoogan said the committee arranged for more 
-wave activities to be part of Quakin' this year. 
L'mong the crowd-drawing attractions will be frisbee 
oratJng spin-art, a recording studio and five virtual 
ity units from the Kramer Entertainment Agency, Inc. 
"This is the chance to come out, make your own 
rded tape for free and experience virtual reality -
g you always hear about but never get the chance 
McGoogan said. 
Also planned for student enjoyment are the EIU police 
k tank, human Twister and all-night bingo. 
"I can't even stress enough how huge bingo is going to 
The Last Word and Ftrewell Horoscopes 
p1p2 
Incense, cigarettes and thenpy 
page3 
Honors Recital 
page5 
B I L L FRY will be one of the entertainers at UB's Quaktn' th~ 
Quad tonight in the South Quad. Bingo, virtual reality and live .music will make 
the night one to remember. photo illustration by mike rice and tom sandrock 
be - probably the biggest ever for Eastern," said Paul "I went last year and had a good time. It sounds like 
Mitchell, graduate assistant in Student Life. "No one will there will be a variety of different things to do this year, 
walk away empty handed." so I want to see if I have as much fun as I did at previous 
"There will be lots of big bingo prizes distributed ones," she said. 
throughout the night because we have lots of funds to Cara Redfern, a freshman marketing major, also said 
use," McGoogan said. Portable compact disc players, a she and some friends are looking forward to going to 
VCR, a television and a mountain bike are among the top Quakin'. 
prizes, she said. "I want to participate in bingo. I heard they're going to 
Papa John's and TCBY will be selling food and soda at have good prizes there,'' she said. 
reduced costs throughout the evening. Quakin' the Quad activities will round out around 
Entertaining the crowd from 7 to l;I p.m. will be a midnight or when all the pri_zes have been giv~n out, 
variety of bands and acts. Kicking off the music will be McGoogan said. In the event of rain, Quakin' will be 
Rejoice, followed by Dark Eden. Then fire-juggler Bill Fry moved to the Lantz Gymnasium Field House. 
will stupefy onlookers with his hot-handed talents. The "Students paid for this event through their fees, so 
Middlemen will perform next with Backbone playing right they should take advantage of it and come out with their 
after. Two additional surprise bands may also be per- friends for a fun and relaxing time,'' McGoogan said. 
forming, Mitchell said. Today marks the last day of classes. So after the 
Students started buzzing about Quakin' early in the papers have been done and before the hard-core cram-
week. Laura Topor, a sophomore health studies major, ming begins, take a break and escape at Quakin' the 
said she plans on attending the event. ·Quad. 
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THE LAST WORD 
4Jlonna cuisia 
~AYS ••• 
Wow ... something just whipped right past me in a 
blur and I think it was my life - or at least the last four 
years. 
I don't want to duplicate Matthew Martin 's column in 
Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News. so r m 
going to handle this retrospective column in a different 
way. I agree with Martin in that Eastern is a great univer-
sity; it has many different qualities that I will never for-
get. 
But I want to fill you in on t~e real secret of 
Charleston: How much fun it can be. 
People complain that there's never anything to do in 
Charleston. Well, all I can say to those people is that 
they didn't look hard enough. As Jerry Garcia sang, 
"Don't tell me this town ain't got no heart ... You just 
gotta poke around." 
I've had a damn good time here in Charleston, even 
after the bar entry age was raised to 21 . As a final word 
to all you readers who still have some time left here at 
Eastern, I'm letting you in on the "secret." 
College will only be as fun as you make it. 
I look back on my four years, and I realize that 
although my life wasn't always fun, there were a lot of 
things I learned in college - and not just in the class-
room. But why dwell on the bad times? Let's focus on 
the good times! 
I don't mean to advocate drinking, but I will share 
some fun times that have, in fact, involved alcohol. 
Other seniors will share in my recollection of 
Panther's Lounge, before it became Mike Bickers' brain-
child - a strip joint. Believe it or no.t, "The Slounge;' as 
we called it, was a pretty cool place ... for freshmen. It 
was a place where every face was \l familiar one - kind 
of like Cheers only more of a dive. And Norm wasn't 
there, either. 
Thirsty's was another happen1ng place during my 
freshman year. Back then , weekends . started on 
Wednesdays with "Penny Ounce Night;' which was fol-
lowed by "Nickel Draft Night" on Thursday nights. 
Wait, maybe I have that backwards. Well, what do I 
Horosco11es 
l'tupltron Jill and derek mystlco 
Resident Astrologers 
December 6, I 996 - The first issue of 
The Verge horoscopes hit the press. To 
our surprise, the. reviews they received 
were mixed - much like a can of nuts, if 
you will. First there were some peanuts, 
then a few cashews. And also straggled in 
a couple filberts. Nobody likes filberts. 
Why do they even bother putting them in 
know? It was all a blur. 
Not all of my fun times in college, however, centered 
on drinking. 
Freshmen year, between our trips to Panther·s and 
Th irsty's. my friends and I decided to be complete 
morons one day and go down the notorious Charleston 
spillway. It was a dumb move on our part - but we 
were dumb freshmen . I don 't suggest that you go out 
and try this , but this was one of those fun moments 
that sticks out in my mind. 
Quakin' in the Quad, sponsored by the University 
Board, was also a fun time down here in Charleston. 
Those Sumo wrestlers were pretty cool to watch, and 
who can turn down free food? 
Come to think of it, there have been a lot of fun 
things provided to us by UB. Concerts, bingo, comedi-
ans - people should take advantage of those things and 
quit complaining that there's nothing to do. 
My most enjoyable times in college have been spent 
with friends, not necessarily doing something fun and 
exciting all the time. Trips to Wal-Mart, hunting for 
Beanie Babies, doing aerobics with my roommates in 
our living room and pissing off our neighbors down-
stairs - these were all fun times that anyone can have if 
he or she has the imagination. 
I guess what I'm trying to say is have fun while you 
can. If anyone has noticed, college flies by. First, you 
move out of your cozy bedroom at home and into a 
dingy little dorm room with a stranger for a roommate 
and the next thing you know, you're picking up gradua-
tion tickets, caps and gowns. 
It really isn't worth it to sulk about how boring it is 
here or how lame it is here. It's better to just create a 
good time for you and your friends - even if it means 
you all look stupid to other people. That's what college 
is all about. 
And if you still can't find anything to do, turn on the 
TV and quit complaining. It's very unattractive! 
To contact Donna, e-mail her at cud'ac1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu 
F arewell predictions 
lor entertainment purposes only 
Then in his most heroic moment, 
Derek began to sing. We all know that 
music tames even the wildest of beasts. 
However; the only song ~t came to his 
mind was that damn Spice Girls song "If 
You Wanna Be My Lover." The rhino's 
level ofrage increased ~nentially. This 
was obviously the wrong course of action. 
the can in the first place! Anyway, since Llilaa:.i.mMl_.All_L..11111L.m1..11t.1.&....&:...iml 
then, we've been striving to replace those 
filberts with mouth-watering jelly beans. 
And we believe we have succeeded. 
' -
· I began to yell to Derek. ''Sing Mariah 
Carey! Sing Whitney Houston! Sing some-
thing else! That song is wicked! Start: to 
sing something that won't fire up the 
rhino!" 
Though we make it seem so, conjuring 
up side-splitting, witty hilarity on a weekly 
basis is no easy task. Just ask Rip Taylor. 
He's been doing that damn confetti thing 
for about 80 years and it has never once 
been funny. So, it's a good thing we have 
such conceit that enables us to look down 
upon the world and its many events, 
which in tum allows us to entertain the 
masses every Friday. 
We have loved and will cherish every 
crazy moment that has made the horo-
scopes all they were and so much more. 
Our devoted readers could not begin to 
fathom what We have endured just to get 
the horoscopes out by deadline each 
week. But we wouldn't change it for a, mil-
lion dollars. 
That is why we have decided to dedi-
cate this week's horoscope, the final one, 
to giving t he readers insight into our 
world of astrology. We chose our favorite 
story to share with you, our family. 
It was I I p.m. on March 25, 1997 and 
bathroom. An hour later he bolted into 
the newsroom, his face ridden with ter-
ror. "There's a loose rhinoceros in the 
Sugar Shack and he's headed this way,'' he 
screamed while tears rolled down his 
cheeks. I looked over his shoulder and 
saw the hideous beast charging toward 
me. With seconds to work with, Derek 
utilized some quick-thinking and remem-
bered the National Geographic show lie 
had seen just the day before (coincidental-
ly enough). 
First, he captured the rhino's attention 
by waving a big picture of Elvis. This appa-
rantly upset the rhino even further. We 
think it was because we mistakenly flashed 
a picture of an older and fatter Elvis, not 
. the youthful, pelvic-thrusting hearthrob 
that rhinos adore. And with that, the 
homed creature raised up on its hind legs 
and snorted with the power of a hundred 
rhinos. He locked us in as his targets and 
took off in our direction. 
Derek recalled that rhinos have a natu-
ral blind spot directly in front of them, so 
we huddled together just a mere five feet 
before the animal's tremendous nostrils. 
That is when Derek had a moment of 
clarity. The next words out of his mouth 
were, "Firestarter! Wicked firestarter! I'm 
the firestarter!" 
The mighty animal's nerves began to 
ease, its eyelids began to droop arid the 
rhino fell to the ground in a state of slum-
ber. 
Derek continued to sing for three 
hours while I finished the week's horo-
scopes. It was just another day in the life 
of a Verge asuologer. 41> 
As the grand finale, the ·mother of all 
horoscopes, we have simplified this week's 
predictions. This is for those of you who 
constantly barrage us with demands of 
"Make mine good" or complaints like 
"Mine sucked:' 
SO, if you were born on a day that ends 
with the letter '"(' then your summer will 
be filled with skinny dipping, mermaids, 
pots of gold, visit s from Squiggy (t he 
washed up '70s actor and Verge mascot), 
endless love and probably something bad, 
too. 
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Housing Choices For: 
1, 2, or 3 Tenants 
Pick up our list at 1512 A Street G:t ~21. 
WOOD REAL ESTATE 
345-4743 
EQUAi HDUSING 
OPPORTUNlfY 
JIM WOOD,BROKER 
345-4489 
in Every Bed 
Fans - Radios - A/C-
New Bulbs - Power Bed 
3 W. Lincoln 
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(217) 348-0220 
Every Friday & Saturday 
M-F 10-5 • Sat 10-3 
ONLY AT ZORBA•s 
FANTASTIC GYROS 
SO Different I /2 LB. Burgers NEVER 
FROZEN 
Buy a .Greek Salad & Get a Gyros 
FRE Ei!! 
Delivery available aft.er 5:00 everyday 
Telephone # 348-8055 
102 N. 6th St. 345-9732 
10:00 · 1:00 
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Friday Nite Live 
"Zoom E" 
Accoustlc Trio 
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Scents 
and 
senses 
41' missa beck 
staff writer 
Sharon Christy is the 
Candles, cigarettes and incense 
remain a burning issue on campus 
owner of Aromafloria in 
Huntington,. N.Y. Her store 
offers alternative forms of 
heating from essential oOs .to 
incense and herbal scutks. 
Her website at 
www.aromafforia.com 
11' missa beck 
staff writer 
The humid, misty scent of the 
rainforest permeates the room's 
smokey haze. Gently, the smoke 
weaves around the curtains to exit 
through an open window. 
In the room next door, 
cigarette smoke forms a hazy, gray 
shroud, leaving the. thick scent of 
tobacco in the air, soaking into 
curtains and spreading out in 
search of a window. 
A resident assistant knocks at 
the door of the rainforest. 
Incense and cigarettes, both are 
fire hazards and both claim to give 
outlets for stress and provide 
stimulation. Both burn by a slow, 
' orange glow that wears the 
incense and cigarettes into a fine 
powder and both can give the 
neighbor a headache. 
Incense and candles have not 
been allowed in Eastern's on-cam-
pus housing for more than 20 
years said Bill Schnake!, Eastern's 
f,ousing diJ;e,t;~r:. "C~ettes are a 
1cont1'adicttdn!•·:~~nakel said in 
reference to the university's policy 
of permitting cigarettes and not 
permitting incense in the halls. 
Students are allowed to smoke in 
their rooms because the university 
wants to give students a "home" 
type of atmosphere in the resi-
dence halls, he said. 
"I think incense does add a 
calming effect, but there is a con-
cern about it covering up the evil 
weed;' he said. Because of the age 
and wiring in the residence halls, 
Schnake! believes it is better to 
eliminate incense and candle burn-
ing. Students have more potential 
fire hazards in their rooms now 
than ever before, such as a stereo 
with huge speakers, computers 
and television sets. 
Southern ~llinois University in 
Carbondale is the only state uni-
versity that allows incense and 
candles in its residential housing. 
Southern has never had a fire 
caused by either item, said Steve 
Kirk, an assistant director of hous-
ing/residential life at Southern. 
"With incense, sometimes 
neighbors complain, but it is not a 
major issue," Kirk said. 
However. he said on occasion 
there have been a few wastebas-
ket fires, a "whoops" he called it, 
from unextinguished cigarette 
butts tossed in a garbage can. 
If incense is being burned to 
cover up marijuana, Kirk said, "It 
usually does not do a good job ." 
Michael Stokes, Eastern's assis-
tant director of housing/residence 
life, said there were 75 reported 
incense and candle violations in fall 
of 1996 in the residence halls. 
There were a total of 637 viola-
tions in residential housing, with 
alcohol being the largest and 
incense and candles the fourth. 
Second was noise and third was 
visitation violations. 
"We are find- explains philosophies on aro ... 
ing more and matherapy. 
more institutions Christy is a former 
having problems pharmacist and believes aro-
with students ma.therapy, the use of preas• 
forgetting to put ant fragrances for healing 
things out and through touch, smell and 
then a building Candles and inc~nse ca~se ~ore pro_blems than they sight, can be fotmd in hi<;ense 
catching on fire are worth according to Un!vers1ty H~~smg, and candles scents. 
sometimes caus~ photo by chet p1otrowsk1 Jr./ staff photographer "If I am under deadline, I 
ing fatalities:· Stokes said. she said. burn sage because ltis a 
Stokes was not at Eastern when Rolonowski believes candles form of biofeedbackthat 
Carman Hall's north tower caught relax her. For instance, she transports.quickly [through 
on fire in fall 1995. It was set off owned a juniper-scented candle olfactory senses} and helps 
by a curling iron placed a top and it was "extremely calming" me relax. Burning rosemary 
papers. Eastern has yet to experi- for her, but she misses it now that is idealJor students because 
ence a serious fire, like the one in she lives in Lawson Hall. when tlley study, lt can stim-
Carman Hall, caused by incense or Resident assistant Erin Adams ulate their brain waves," 
candles. likes candles and incense, too, but Christy said. 
Stokes used an example of one upholds the university's rules. If a student decides to 
woman at another state university "They can pose a definite prob- burn rosemary while he or 
who was prosecuted because her lem if left unattended. A candle is she studies, Christy recom-
lit candle caught curtains on fire an actual open flame," Adams mends to bring some ofitto 
and engulfed the building in flames said. class. When it comes time to 
within minutes. She also said incense burning take the test, if a student has 
The woman was held liable. can cause health problems. "Some a memory bl~ck or is ner-
because the university had people are allergic and incense vous, simply smell the herb. 
informed ail students living in the can be very strong, so if someone . Christy said smell travels 
halls t-hat- c.::aA-d-le5 ·we-re· -net'- --ls-i:l1,irAing somedOWR-ene~~ MaSt~:ma~m---sQ.~.v:y... 
alfowect:" · ·. · · · "' " " ·· the hallway, it will eventually end will ultimately dearl.lp the 
He also said he expects the up at the other." senses and then "fa(itltate 
number of incense and candle vio- The resident assistant takes the and centralize alertnei;s:' . 
lations to increase this semester incense sticks and she leaves the Christ~ said Jt <:iaJldles a~ 
because some students still do door open. The scent of cigarette not allowedin residence 
not know the harm of both items. smoke from the neighbors creeps halls; then a student~'·u~e 
Sara Rolonowski, a freshman in. The rainforest scent may have oils or pdtpouo;rpjl~li\~~; 
journalism major, is at a loss with- disappeared, but the university's HOWeVl\r. c::!h 
out incense and candles. "I love policy on incense has not burned pates ~stern~ 
candles because they have a calm- out. nOt: aU 
ing effect and they smell good," mitting 
Thorogood CD sounds mellow, goes down easy 
"deallngw 
apple,J:;iga 
fires are the ti 
stays ht~,p~ r) 41' alison kalsbeek three and a half minutes of "Jail Bait:' a guy 
, .•-• ,, ·'· . ,; stattwriJeL _ goes to jail for hooking up with a minor. The 
- "' "' "'-~ ~""'-· ~·· .... , ..• ~ •• ,., ,· ., . .., Jy~ics try to warn him, "15, 16 .17 - that's jail 
The new George fhorogooi:I and""·tnE!" · bait:' , . 
Destroyers CD, "Rockin' My Life :Away;• has · Geo'rge.'.Thorogood and the Destroyers are 
an old feel to it. The songs have a forward just your average band. It's easy to picture 
drive and are very musical, kind of like John them at a bar with a crowd of SO-year-old 
Cougar Mellencamp's remake of Van blue-collar workers just off work and enjoying 
Morrison's "The Wild Night." There are some a beer. 
good solos too - mainly guitar and sax. And Maybe it's the solid music that just sounds 
that's what the music is basic rock with a good - nothing amazing, nothing weak. Maybe 
side dish of jazz. it's the casual way Thorogood mumbles things 
The lyrics seem unimportant next to the like, "don't seem like nothing going right for 
music, but that's not always bad. Now me." 
Thorogood's lyrics aren't extremely spunky, There's a sax over the bass and drums in 
but they do tell an interesting storv about "Manhattan Slide" that just smoothes away 
falling in love with a minor. In the more than the blues of a hard day at work. They relate 
9:30 p.m. Fri. May 2 
7 p.rTI. frk May 2 
to just about anyone in a mundane sort of 
way. 
With the look of a motorcycle band, I was 
mentally preparing for some thrash trash. But 
it looks as though the Destroyers aren't 
breaking too many guitars or busting too 
many stereos. They just keep you in the string 
of the guitar and the stretch of the sax. 
If your music taste is broad and open-mind-
ed, a dose of Thorogood should go down 
easy. 
George Thorogood and the Destroyers 
"A Dose of Thorogood Goes Down Easy" 
EMI Records 
*** 
Blind Pig in Champaign 
City ol New Orleans in Champaign 
Jillian's in Champaign $3 
South Quad Free 
Springfield Shal<Y 
9 p.m. Fri. & Sat May 2 & 3 
9:30p.m. Sat. May.3 
JAG. Lounge m Champaign 
Uptowner &Cellar 
S3 
$2 
Big Sandy & the Fiy-nte boys 
The Trio 
The fea·s 
Southside Jimmy & tile (;;ipones 
10 p.m. Sat May 3 
9:30 p.m. Sat. May 3 
5 
Blind Pig .,,, ,v 
Mar•y's S3 
Free 
Free 
w~m no flam.. . ·.•. < ' •• srud~.········ .•••..•. •· · .. · .. ·. > ( ... · .. I ,, •.• 
Chrisiy s~d s~e:kn~~~j/ .. · 
incense can .l)e in~sive.,_~.· 
there is.Jittfe likelihead ~fi< 
ever')'(Jne tlking the same·. 
scent. 
"When.· there is a nice 
scent emitted, lt starts t9 
communieate pleasure and 
you start to relax or became 
stimulated," but it Is different · 
for ever.yone. she said. 
Christy said using too 
much of a. scent will create a 
loss of the feeling it began to 
create. 
(217)355-2800 
; 217) 328-5415 
34.5-462.2 
7\ 351-7444 
345-2171 
< L 1 /) 359-6977 
(217)384-2171 
~ 1 ;\384-2171 
34~Fl3\m 
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New-age band releases 
up-tempo, catchy CD 
Cinco de Mayo fest hosts Bobgoblin Monday 
f4habe rosen 
Staff writer 
trends. "Everybody's doing it, Everybody looks 
like me Mommy, Everybody's dressing up," Manski 
sings in the opening line of the song. And once 
again the strong point here is the song-writing 
B obgoblin's debut album on MCA, cleverly abilities of Bobgoblin, whose members have mas-titled "Twelve Point Master Plan," is a tered the art of writing catchy songs. The chorus respectable collection of power-pop comes alive through Manski's melodic rendition 
tunes. of the less than modest lyric, "I look so pretty in 
The band's sound can be likened to '80s rock- my uniform, you can't take that away from me." 
ers The Cars mixed with '90s alterna-popsters Bobgoblin is one of those bands that is not 
Veruca Salt. ashamed to flaunt its influences, as track No. 9 
The members of Bobgoblin sound as if they tastefully indicates. 
are, if nothing else, serious musicians, which is a "Close Your Eyes, Kids" is a typical rock 
plus in an age when most new ba11ds seem to anthem which recalls good-time guitar rock 
show little if any knowledge of their respective bands like Cheap Trick and The Cars. The song 
instruments. Not that technical wizardry always begins with a synthesizer playing a cheerful 
makes for a good melody, a la The Cars, 
song, but for an up- followed by lyrics 
and-coming band it reminiscent of Cheap 
helps to have a solid Trick's classic 
musical base behind "Surrender." 
the songwriting and "Close your eyes 
Bobgoblin definitely kids, close your eyes, 
has the musical abili- Don't listen to the 
ty. things they've said. 
Guitarist Jason Burn out the things 
Weisenburg, drum- you've read," Manski 
mer Rob Avsharian optimistically croons 
and bass player in the chorus. "Close 
Corporal Glascock, Your Eyes Kids" is 
as he is affectionately such a good tune it 
named on the inside makes no difference 
of the CD cover, form a tight rhythm section, that the idea for the song was most likely bor-
which is at times very melodic. rowed from somewhere else. 
The first track on the album is an up-tempo Bobgoblin is at its best when it sticks to 
rocker featuring tome catchy power chord riffing upbeat listener-friendly harmonies. Another gift 
by Weisenburg and tasteful harmonies in the of the band's is their ability to dish out lyrical 
choqis, ~·· ... , . . . , • • . . , . . . , . . • .- one-liners rather than attempting to be punk as :.::~"QR:e:'~:f~~~Si'!tS:'~~ji;;~fl.fie: .. :tile,! cfo. on '~iliaia;· wllicli~is a head banging punk-
tune, and vocalist Hop Manski's layered vocals influenced tune similar to something The 
are featured throughout the catchy tune. Offspring would produce. However, this song just 
The song begins appropriately with the sound doesn't cut it and seems pointless. 
of a speeding motorcycle presumably crashing Bobgoblin is an honest band with a sense of 
into a wall and exploding, followed by a crunchy musical direction. The band seems to know what 
power chord progression that definitively lays it wants, in most cases, and although pop-influ-
down the rhythmic groundwork of the song. enced guitar rock isn't exactly the most popular 
"One Down, One Across" is one of those songs thing on the planet right now, I salute Bobgoblin 
that the listener can't help but like beca_use of its for making music worthy of comparison to great 
sing-along quality. bands like Cheap Trick and The Cars and for try-
"Pretty In My Uniform" follows and is a sarcas- ing to keep pop-rock alive. 
tic melody intended for those who place too Bobgoblin is performing at at 8 p.m. Monday 
much importance on appearances and fashion for Friend's & Co.'s Cinco de Mayo fest. 
Congratulations to the New 
Alpha. Gan&ma Delta 
Offi,cers 
Sarah Diederich President 
Jody Williams - Ritual . 
Christine Petrie Sis 
Quincy Souza - Vice 
Me 
Jill Zahara - Publications 
Beth Dawson - Vice President Finance 
Julie Riley Philantluopy ~ 
Sh!tfi. Province - Purchasing 
'''?!'".-::?~: 
~:.:&~r-§k-Vice President Campus 
· ·· · · "~;Relations 
.·{''Public Relations 
. operty Coordinator 
Personal 
Development 
Coordinator 
We are so proud of you! 
.gfue Verge of 1he Weekend 
Saturday Night 
ed11s Show Starts at 9:30 pm 
~41 Q~~ ~cEfH~Y,~E& .. ICllO ~~!!ii!@ PINTS --c•.""" .. -- .. ·.· ~ll"~ DRAFT ~ l~-
ii.IQ7J~ CORONA ...... """"' B E c I< s lllllda. Miii Af Wtrk. NllRll. SOft Cllll 
{"- ;1 w E LL ... 11111 CBll 111 Tllllltlay, 11111 CUrll ~ '"u "~~ DR I N I< S Ir llla i:ars. wanu Chuna. Pat - -
- llXS. Nlw llrllllr. llllrla Illy G8Dr!IB 
Blok ll!lltlaM 11111 Go-ens 
Congratulations to the top 
donors for participating in 
the Spring Blood Drive 
RH 
Ford 
McKinney 
Andrews 
Frat 
Ill 
I<I>E 
<I>!J.8 
SORORITY 
AET 
<I>II 
!JZ 
' REMEMBER'' . " o .• r-,v'iQ''"' """'""' lff "" ._  ~ __, \ ·- • ... ~ J •• < ~
. 
NEXT BLOOD DRIVE 
May S 4-8 pm Lawson 
May 6 4-8 pm Lawson 
Please Come Out & Save A Life! 
r----------------------~: 
I 
CARRY-OUT 7 DA.VS A \WEEK W! I;
'i ' ! !lf i" , ( - ~ ., 
Get a 14" Thin Grust Pizza 
with One Topping for 
te ' . . ' . 
.. 
Add a Family Salad and a 2-Liter Soft Drink 
for just $3.66 . 
•2nd pizza ls also 1·\9 Thin Crust One Topping. 
Good 7 Days a Ykek. on Garry-Out 
through May 18, 1997 at 
Charleston· 90918th Street 
848-7818 
Delivered for just $too morel 
I 
I 
I. 
I 
I 
•• 
--- - - ~ ------- - --- -------::--· -·--_,,...::: ·::.-,::__ ----
.g1he Verge of 1he Weekend 
•·. t i:~()c~orn•qt . a 
·:sopr:l'no arid ••vl)~a!.,,per­
, rii~e gl'J~doate ·.• stil~e'i1t, 
T~x:;~~:~:.:::3fu~:t:2 ii~t!;~::~:~~~:fr 
best vbcallsts, pianists and "Spesso vibra" and 
instrumentalists in an honors Nuts of the Yew Tree" at 
recital at 3 p.m. Sunday in the the rieCital. 
Dvorak Concert Hall. The stud.ents performed for 
Eight students, Sara .Wollen- four judges who are profes-
Danner, Keisha Walter, sors from various universities 
Connie Corbin. Kyle including the Univenity of 
Henderson , Nicholas Troy. Illinois and Milliken University. 
Mayumi Yotsumoto, Charlotte "We don't have faculty do it 
Martin and Gregory Robinson, · beca,pse they could be biased 
will beJeatured in the Annual toward their students," sa}d 
Honofs> Recital and Awards Kathy<Denton, an organizer 
Preselltatfcin for Eastern's fol"the event. 
music department. '\It's kind of nice to .get 
Students are nominated by opinions from outside the 
their teachers and are then department,"Troysaid. 
invited t«~ ~ ~;~e.,f9r, t\.<i!ls i,9,, ar·c·:t1TJ:i~ ' COmJfetition was held 
two-round · con:ipe.tition for on April 15 .from 6 p.m. to 
the few spots in the honors 11 :30 p.m. 
recital. Students were allowed to 
"lt'sjust something that you pick ·the \piece or pieces of 
do,'' said Col)nie Corbin, oboe ITl~~l~ ' tb~y wanted to perforrri 
player and freshman music in the>allotted 10 minutes for 
educaiio11maJor. "I didn't look eachrollnd. 
at It as a c<;>iJ)petition against 'i!'iil:!loved the piece I \¥~f 
other people·! but as a goal I doing · and wanted to perform 
set for myself to.:act;ifof ' .·· .. ··. · .· it,'\ Co.rt>In .sa;jd . . ''lt's n 9~finitely 
·More than 3.0 $tt1)clenls ..•.. io1po,rta,ril\.Xl~·: Y((i)ii't sgond · the 
auditione,d for ib~. prelirnin~ry ·' S~!ll~~jf·~()O Q()g'~frlyeit.'' ·•A:. 
round arid .th.e field ¥/~~ l'lar~ The ,':·. ' · ds . c:~r~ 
··.ro:wed " d9~wn to' Ji !!lr r <l~t ;µ,Q,t:H . 4 " fintds: ,}; ,,,. . . . ... . . a missio&Miifl 
··1t:~s ? 
agai.~M , . Reers · because 
'$ ~IJriy~~ ey~rxe11e to ~~.~~ 
pe~fA.~ll'l~''l~.~ ~'.( said. Nicholas 
Tr.c:>~; : jil.ini :o·rtpiano pe · 
,, •. ·.· •• :;::: .,;;,:; •• c··"'Y''.·v·d ·: :;;•·••·.•·•···?••·•·•·•·.•••·•·•·•.··•:·•••··•·•·• 
\ 
I 
Services Offered 
MIN! STORAGE for surmner. 
Phone ~~48-77 46 
5.1h. 
SHORT TERM HEi\LTH !NS~F­
ANCE fo:· those not going to sum-
mer school or graduating. Call 
BILL HALL 345-7023 or stop by 
HALL INSURANCE 1010 East 
Lincoln .l\lso save on auto insur-
ance too. 
_____________ 5/5 
Travel 
PATH FINDER- Your personal 
guides to the sights of Chicago, 
St. Louis. lnt'I students preferred. 
217-422-2899. 
____________ 5/2 
CAMP COUNSELORS wanted 
for Michigan boys/girls summer 
camps. Teach: swimming, canoe-
ing, sailing, water skiing, gymnas-
tics, riflery, archery, tennis, golf, 
sports, computers, camping, 
crafts, dramatics, OR riding. Also 
kitchen, office, maintenance. 
Salary $1300 or more plus R&B. 
Camp LWC/GWC. 1765 Maple, 
Nfld., IL. 60093. 847-446-2444 
------ ____ 5/2 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT-Fishing Industry. Learn 
how students can earn up to 
$2,850/mo. + benefits (Room & 
Board). Call Alaska Information 
Services: 206-971-3514 Ext. 
A57382. 
. ____ 5/5 
CAMP STAFF-SEPARATE 
NORTHERN MINNESOTA BOYS 
CAMP AND GIRLS CAMP. 
Seeking high energy, caring indi-
viduals as counselors to instruct 
water skiing, board sailing. swim-
ming, sailing, horseback riding, 
mountain biking, archery. gym-
nastics. and back packing. Make 
a difference in a child's life. June 
11 - August 13. Call 314-Ci67-
3167. 
____________ :; G 
STAYING IN THE AREA THIS 
SUMMER AND NEEDING A 
JOB? We are accepting applica-
tions for all positions apply in per-
son everit Sat.. &..Sui:i, fr.om noon. 
to 5 p.m. at Skeeters Restaurant 
Sullivan, IL, Sullivan Marina. 
__________ 5/2 
DIRECT CARE PROFESSION-
ALS needed in a 24 hour residen-
tial program, providing services to 
adults and children with develop-
mental disabilities. Evening and 
weekend shifts available. 
Applications may be picked up at 
CCAR Industries, 825 18th 
Street, Charleston, II 61920. 
EOE. 
___________ 5/5 
WANTED: Archery Instructor for 
Boy Scout summer camp in July. 
For more information, call 1-800-
416-2328. 
__________ 5/5 
Help Wanted 
:"";OOL SUMMER JOBS Want to 
cam some extra money during 
:;our summer break? Work as an 
dssociate for the worlds largest 
staffing agency. Adeccoi Garn 
valuable experience to add to 
your resume working for one of 
our nine Chicagoland offices. We 
have open positions in various 
office support capacities: 
Administrative Assistants, 
Receptionist, Data Processors 
etc. at pay rates from $7 - $9. For 
more information call Claudia at 
(708) 848-7800. 
___________ 5/5 
MONEY! MONEY! MONEY! The 
Daily Eastern News is accepting 
applicatic;>ns for advertising repre-
sentatives for Fall '97. The more 
you work, the more you earn. 
Pick up applications in Student 
Publications, lower level of the 
MLK University Union. 
___________ 5/5 
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. UNl-
V ERSITY UNION 
RATHSKELLER, CATERING 
AND DINING DEPARTMENT 
NOW HIRING FOR THE FOL-
LOWING POSITIONS INTERS-
ESSION AND SUMMER. APPLY 
ROOM 205 UNION- 5326. 
____________ 5/5 
DO YOU NEED A JOB NOW? 
We need individuals who are 
• e nth us iast ic •dedicated• p rot es-
s ion a1 ·a rt ic u I ate• to make and 
receive calls on a wide variety of 
programs. Travel information, 
camping reservation, phone ser-
vices, and products are examples 
of what you could be trained on. 
We offer •paid training•$6/hr*fun 
environment• adv a nee me nt 
opportunities·. Call us for details!! 
348-5250- Consolidated Market 
Response. 
_________ 5/5 
SUMMER BREAK = $$$$$ If you 
will be in Chicago or the suburbs 
and want a TOP PAYING 
OFFICE POSITION then 
call. .. Paige Personnel Services 
The Office Stalling Specialists. 
S?.50-$14.00. General Otfice. 
Customer Service. Data Entry, 
Computer Pro1ects, Accounting, 
Reception. Paige Personnel 
Services represents top local 
firms with IMMEDIATE OFFICE 
OPENINGS! Full-time and Part-
time available. TWELVE LOCA-
TIONS: Chicago, Skokie, Des 
Plaines, Rolling Meadows, 
Elmhurst, Hinsdale, Orland Park, 
Lisle, Vernon Hills, Elgin, Crystal 
Lake, and Mundelein. Call today 
for details: 1-888-55-PAIGE (1-
888-557-2443). 
__________ 5/5 
HEAD COOK AND ASSISTANT 
COOK: Minnesota Children's' 
Camps seek experienced cooks. 
Feed 340- family style; excellent 
kitchen facility. Room, board, 
transportation provided. June 4th-
Aug ust 21 (flexible) 314-567-
3167. 
__________ 5/5 
The Daily Eastern News 
Classified Ad Form 
Name: _________________ _ 
Address: _______________ _ 
Under Classification of: ______________ _ 
Expiration code (office use only) ___________ _ 
Person accepting ad _______ Compositor ____ _ 
no. words/days Amount due:$ ____ _ 
Payment: '....I Cash :.l Check '::J Credit 
Check number ______ _ 
Phone: ________ Student :I Yes 0 No 
Dates to run ______________ _ 
Ad to read: 
I I I i 
. I 
20 cents per word fi: st day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec- 1 I utive day thereafter -"tudents with valid ID 15 cenis oer wora 11rst I 
! dav. 10 cents cer' . d each consecutive aay 15 wo1d minimum. i 
: Student ads rnu:;~ be ~'lid rn advance. 
i DEi\DLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS 
I ·1he News 1 eserves the nqht io edit c~ rer11sP ads 
considered lioeious or 1n bad ta~JtE: 
advertising .gtrie Verge of the Weekend 
Help Wanted 
?!ZZA MAKER PART TIME, 
appiy in person after· 4 pm .. 
Pagliai's Pizza, 1600 Lincoln. 
Char!eston. 
- 515 
CARING INDIVIDUAL NEEDED 
TO WORK WITH INDIVIDUALS 
WITH DEVELOPMENTAL DIS-
ABILITIES IN A GROUP HOME 
SETTING, STRESSING COM-
MUNITY INTEGRATED LIVING. 
Those majoring in Special 
Education, Psychology, TR, 
Education or related fields may 
wish to take this opportunity to 
gain experience along with their 
degree. Apply at Alpha HOuse, 
1701 18th Street, Charleston. 
345-4224. 
___________ 5/5 
PART-TIME A.M. HOUSEKEEP-
ER NEEDED. Experience pre-
ferred but not required. Apply at 
Alpha House, 1701 18th Street, 
Charleston. 345-4224. 
__________ 515 
MOTIVATED, CARING INDIVID-
UALS NEEDED TO WORK 
EVENINGS AND WEEKENDS IN 
A SMALL GROUP HOME WITH 
DD INDIVIDUALS. Applications 
may be picked up at 415 4th 
Street. 
__________ 5/5 
DESK CLERKS NEEDED FULL 
TIME OR PART TIME FOR SUM-
MER MONTHS AND POSSIBLY 
YEAR ROUND. Flexible hours. 
Call for more information at 
Amish Country Inn, Arcola. 
Possible housing assistant avail-
able 268-3031. 
___________ 5/5 
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS 
FOR EXPERIENCED COOKS. 
SERVERS, BARTENDERS. 
Apply in person. Cody's Road 
House. 1320 Broadway Ave. East 
Mattoon. Ask for Steve or Tom. 
___________ S/5 
ATTENTION ROCKFORD AREA 
COLLEGE STUDENTS! Need 
money? We have summer jobs 
for you! Dickey Temporaries has 
openings in industrial and clerical 
fields right now. Start earninq 
money for summer tun and col-
lege expenses. All students who 
work a minimum ot 250 hours this 
summer are eligible to win one of 
two college scholarships. At 
Dickey Temporaries, .. We work 
for you! Call today for your per-
sonal appointment! DICKEY 
TEMPORARIES 1880 WINDSOR 
ROAD LOVES PARK, IL 
(815)636-4477. EOE. 
__________ 5/5 
WORK FOR THE SUMMER! 
Office and clerical temporary 
positions in the Western suburbs 
(708)531-8367. York Employment 
Staffing. 
---------,....-5/5 
MATTOON MCDONALD'S, out-
side of Wal-Mart, is hiring for all 
shifts. Looking for reliable and 
enthusiastic employees. Come in 
and apply today! 
---------- 5/2 
Help Wanted 
STILL LOOKING FOR SUMMER 
EMPLOYMENT? Covered Bridge 
Girl Scout Council has the follow-
ing resident camp staff positions 
available JUNE 8TH: Camp Dir., 
Asst. Camp Dir., Riding staff, 
Health Consultant (EMT or nurs-
ing student), Nature Program Dir., 
LifegL:ard (Lifeguarding Cert. 
req.), Counselors (min. age 18). 
Resident Camp is located near 
Poland, Indiana. If interested, call 
(812)232-0104 for application. 
EOE 
___________ 5/5 
COUNTY OFFICE PRODUCTS 
WANTED, PART-TIME: Customer 
service and deliveries. Please 
apply in person. 406 6th St. 
Charleston. 
__________ 5/5 
Wanted 
PREGNANT? NEED HELP? 
ADOPTION IS AN OPTION. A 
secure, loving couple wishes to 
begin a family by adopting an 
infant. We can provide a bright, 
happy future for a child. All allow-
able medical & legal expenses 
paid. Please call 1-800-292-5363 
or call our attorney collect at 217-
352-1800. Karol and Rob. 
________ _c._514 
Adoption 
ADOPTION: A LIFETIME OF 
LOVE AND LAUGHTER, STO-
RYBOOKS, AND A BIG BACK 
YARD. Electrical engineer dad 
and stay-at-home social worker 
mom eagerly look forward to 
sharinq all of this and more with 
your baby. Call Barbara and Joe 
toll free at 1-800-484-7983 
access code 9655. Together we 
can plan a happv and secure 
future for your baby. Our attorney 
Theresa Hardesty: (309)692-
1087 !collect\ Your adoption 
advocate: 1-800-852-4294. 
Roommates 
SUMMER ONLY:2 bedroom. 
$300 a month. 348-7746. 
___________ 5/5 
2 HOUSEMATES NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER, FALL AND SPRING. 
Own rooms. Close to campus. 
345-4543. 
---~~-~~=~5/5 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
to share U-court apartment Fall 
semester only. Call Susan 345-
5579. 
__________ 5/2 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
for Fall 97-Spring 98. $190 per 
month. Call 348-0229 after 5. 
--------~-5/2 
ONE MORE ROOMMATE NEED-
ED FOR SUMMER. Dirt cheap. 
Across from campus. Call Denise 
581-2812. 
__________ 5/5 
ACROSS 
1 Game for the 
Joy Luck Club 
9 Eyepiece, in 
jargon 
351990-91 World 
Grand Prix 
champion 
seOrange-
flowered plant 
81 Frost in New· 
15 Ornamental 
shrub 
16 Sport from 
4-Down 
17 Spitfire, e.g. 
18Alonso or 
Markova of 
ballet 
19 Slangy approval 
20 Sound system 
staple 
22 .. , -- idea!" 
2!1 Lucky people? 
H Schedule abbr. 
:n L1Ke Herriman·i; 
Kat 
30 Vietnamese 
coin 
H cagey one·? 
37 Montezuma, 
e.g. 
38 With greater 
frequency 
40 Retreats 
41 Dodge cars 
43---Cat 
44 French 
equivalent of 
the Oscar 
45 It may be easily 
bruised 
48 Max von 
49 "The Wild Duck" 
playwright 
If r;;1nemat1c 
l@chniqu@:s 
54 Nouvelle 
Caledonie, e.g. 
!UI Hl'lf1'Chl'll 
01scovered 11 
England 
112 Vast river basin 
63Team stat 
64 Start of this 
year? 
DOWN 
1 Level the 
playing field? 
2 Like 
3 "And I Love 
" 
4 "Walk, Don't 
Run" Belting, 
1966 
!I Soectatorn 
8 Site of Theo. 
Roosevelt Natl. 
PQrk 
7 () T lmnk 
e Adoot 
Hellenism 
9 Relative of a 
giraffe 
10 Demands, with 
"for" 
11 'Umble Dickens 
character 
12 Filigreed 
13 What some 
games end in 
14 Stern 
21 Timber 
diseases 
22 Old TV series 
::iased on a 
cartoon 
23 Bouauets 
24 Visitor 
28 V1ntaqe auto 
Roommates 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED 
FOR FALL 97 - SPRING 98. $225 
PER MONTH. CALL 348-5003. 
5/2 
ROOMMATES NEEDED for Fall 
and Spring, Summer possible; 
close to campus. $185 a month. 
348-0749. 
___________ 5/5 
Sublessors 
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR 
NEXT YEAR! Spacious 2 bed-
room apartment, clean and fur-
nished, VERY close to campus 
and parking included. 
$230/month per person. Call now 
because it will go quick!!! 348-
1263 or 345-7248 
___________ 5/2 
SUMMER ONLY: 2 bedroom. 
$300 a month. 348-7746. 
__________ 515 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
FOR SUMMER 97. Park Place 
Apartments. Under $200/month. 
Totally furnished. Call 345-5830. 
___________ 5/2 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for 3-bedroom apartment at 
Park Place. Call (217)762-2663 
OR (217)762-2675. 
___________ 5/2 
1 SUMMER SUBLESSOR 
NEEDED for 3BR· tiouse: Great 
location. Low rent. Kelly 345-
4297. 
___________ 5/2 
3-4 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 
IMMEDIATELY FOR SUMMER. 
Large house close to campus. 
Clean. Rent negotiable. Call 345-
2076. 
___________ 5/5 
Sublessors 
SUBLESSOR NEEDED FOR '97-
'98 SCHOOL YEAR, Fully fur-
nished. 3 Bedroom, nice, $160 a 
month. Call 581-3503. 
5/5 
ONESUBLESSOR-NEEDED AT 
PARK PLACE for summer. Low, 
low rent. Call Patty at 348-6101. 
5/5 
SUMMER SUBLESSOR NEED-
ED for an awesome Park Place 
Apartment. Fully furnished. Low 
rent. Call 345-9458. 
_______ 5/5 
1-2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED 
FOR 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT 
AT PARK PLACE for intercession 
or summer 97. Rent negotiable. 
Call 345-1597. 
___________ 5/2 
SUBLEASE NEXT TO OLD 
MAIN. On stilts. 3 bedroom. Very 
nice. Good location. Rent nego-
tiable. Call 348-0650. 
___________ 5/5 
FEMALE SUBLESSOR NEEDED 
for summer. Park Place under 
$200/mo. Call 345-9262. 
___________ 5/5 
2 TO 3 PEOPLE NEEDED. Real 
cheap, real close, very nice. 
Please call soon 348-6405. 
___________ 5/5 
NEEDED 1 SUBLESSOR FOR 
SUMMER. Furnished apartment, 
1 block from campus. Rent nego-
ti~.~11r~.~4·~~,o,n~ a~.k, \pr)?r?c\15. 
2 SUBLESSORS NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER. Close to campus. 
Rent negotiable. Call 348-5665. 
____ , _______ 5/5 
MINORITY AFFAIRS community awareness today from 9am to 
11 :30am in the Afro-American Cultural Center. Come by ior Q and A 
about Charleston and neignboring areas. and what thev have to offer. 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER weekend masses on Sunday, May 4 
at 11 :OOam and 9:00pm 1n the Coleman Auditorium Chapel. 
WEIU FM 88.9 (RADIO STATION) hip-hop show today from 4:00pm-
6:00pm. Tune your radio to 88.9 WEIU FM for the finest in rap and R 
and B today! 
DIRECTING FORENSICS 3900 play on Wed. May 7th at 11am in the 
Coleman Hall ~uditorium._ DJ. Mq.,ry HogQ'.R,.~lr~tiQ9.fc;\[.eps)9?J::j@W~~ 
putting on the play: "The Workplace: A-Moo~ge ef.StoiaesrSOfilfl61~1 
Shippets about Work". 
UNITY GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP CHOIR choir rehearsal tonight at 6pm 
sharp in Rm. 13 of the Fine Arts Building. 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP worship service on Sunday, 
May 4th at 10:30am at the Christian Campus House, 2231 S. 4th. 
Prayer at 9:30am. Everyone welcome! 
OMEGA PSI PHI FRATERNITY Neophyte/Union party May 3 from 
· 1 Opm-2am in the University Ballroom. Neophyte will start promptly at 
11 pm followed by Union party and afterset. 
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for 
any non-profit campus oraanizational event. All Clips should be submitted to 
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE 
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be 
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline 
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE 
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is 
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be 
edited for available space. 
Puzzle by Shannon Buma 
29 Preserves flavor 48 Checks for prints 57 Start of Cain's 
31 " -- Song" so Fathered query 
(John Denver 51 Roll up 58 Bit of binary 
hit) 52 Ending with code 
32 Anxious buck or stink 59 Hammarskjold's 
34 Oils obtained 53 Pats predecessor 
from petroleum. 54 Neighbor of 60 Rather, for 
coal or wood Turkmenistan one 
35 Boil, perhaps 
36 "Backdraft" 
crime 
39 Monk's title 
42 Rather. for one 
47 Cann-Stvne·s 
MyGrrl" 
,, .g1he Verge of the Weekend 
For Rent 
HURRY UP BEFORE THEY'RE 
GONE! 1 TO 2 BEDROOM 
APTS. STILL AVAILABLE. 345-
6533 
__________ 515 
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 1997. 
McArthur Manor. Quiet-
Furnished-2 Bedroom Apartment. 
345-2231. 
------ - --- 5/5 
FURNISHED. SPACIOUS 4 AND 
6 BEDROOM APARTMENT, 1400 
square feet. Available summer or 
fall of 1997. 6 blocks north of 
Hardees. Off street parking avail-
able. Reasonable utilities. Ask 
about 8% rent discount. Phone 
345-7225. 
__________ 5/5 
1 FURNISHED, SPACIOUS 4 BED-
ROOM, 2 BATH, 1300 SQUARE 
FEET apartment. Available sum-
mer or fall of 1997. 6 blocks north 
of Hardees. Off street parking 
available. Reasonable utilities. 
Ask about 8% rent discount. 
Phone 345-9531. 
__________ 5/5 
ONLY ONE LEFT! One bedroom, 
unfurnished apartment- all utilities 
paid! NO PETS, NO PARTIES! 
Quiet building!! 345-6759 
__________ 515 
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE 
Furnished apartments, patios, 
balconies, air, pool, sundeck, 
close to campus, 24-hour mainte-
nance appointment 345-6000. 
__________ 515 
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APART-
MENT FURNISHED. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. 
__________ 5/5 
LARGE 2 BEDROOM TOWN-
HOUSE FOR 2, 3, OR 4 PEO-
PLE. Furnished. Dishwasher. 
Garbage disposal. Trash paid. 
Call 345-2363. Apartments avail-
able. 
__________ 5/5 
AVAILABLE FOR 97-98-Two bed-
room furnished apartments. 10/12 
month leases. Water and trash 
included. 947 4th street. No pets 
allowed. Call 348-7746 for 
appointment. 
--------~-515 
LARGE 3 & 4 BEDROOM FOR 4-
' 6 PEOPLE. FURNISHED, DISH-
lffASl'I~-~. 'GARBAGE DISF'OS-
AL. TRASH PAID. AVAILABLE 
FALL 97. 345-2363. 
5/5 
SUMMER STORAGE now leas-
i ing units starting at $30/month for 
4x12 and up. Call 348-7746. 
__________ 5/5 
FOR SUMMER 2 BEDROOM 
FURNISHED OR UNFUR-
NISHED APARTMENTS. 
$300/month. Water and Trash 
paid. 947 4th St. 348-7746. 
For Rent 
4 BR HOUSE FOR FALL '97, A/C 
and furnished. Plus dishwasher. 
$900 mo. Call 345-4756. 
----=-----~-5/5 
NICE CLEAN EFFICIENCY 
APARTMENT. Trash, water, and 
parking included in rent. Call 348-
0819. 
·------,----c---cc5/2 
TWO BEDROOM UPSTAIRS 
APT AVAILABLE 8/15/97. 
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE 501 
TAYLOR AVAILABLE 8/15/97. 
EFFICIENCY APT. 501 1/2 TAY-
LOR AVAILABLE 5/15/97. ALL 
PROPERTY LISTED ABOVE 
FOR INFORMATION PLEASE 
CALL 345-7522 AFTER 3:30 
345-9462. 
__________ 515 
SUMMER ONLY. 3 bedroom apt, 
415 Harrison; 4 bedroom house 
$300 month. 348-5032. 
__________ 5/5 
NICE TWO BEDROOM HOUSE 
FOR LEASE. Block and 1/2 from 
campus. References needed. 
Summer and Fall. 581-6271 or 
348-0026. 
__________ 5/2 
LOOKING FOR AN APARTMENT 
OR HOUSE TO RENT FOR 
FALL? Let us do all the legwork. 
Apartment locators. Low fee. Call 
345-7251, leave message. 
---~,-,-----,,--,,--,-,,.~5/2 
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT. 10 month lease, 
trash & water included. 345-5048. 
__________ 5/5 
2 FEMALE HOUSEMATE$ 
NEEDED. $300/mo/person 
includes utilities/Iv furnished. 
References required. 348-1974. 
-----..,-----.,,---5/5 
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS, security and 
lease required. NO PETS 348-
0699, after five or leave mes-
sage. 
__________ 5/5 
TWO BEDROOM FULLY FUR-
NISHED APARTMENT. Heat 
paid. Pool. Phone 345-4419. 
__________ 5/2 
LARGE THREE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT in quiet residential 
building at 300 Harrison. $185 
per month/person. Call David 
McGrady at 348-8258. 
5/5 
-U~N-IQ~u-E=-1-A~N,.,..D=-2--=-B=E~D=R-=-ooM 
FURNISHED APARTMENT. 2 
blocks fro Buzzard Building. Very 
nice. Call 345-5088. 
__________ 5/2 
HOUSES AVAILABLE FOR 
SUMMER AND 97-98 YEAR. 
Partially furnished, appliances, 
one house with C/A. 12 mo lease, 
REF DEP. Call 345-5999. 
---,-..,.---,,.,,--,---,,-,.~,---,5/5 
1.2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS. 2 
__________ 5/5 bedroom house. Available in 
NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS 3 August. Furnished. No pets. 
AND 4 BEDROOM HOUSES for $500. 345-6967. 
97-98 school year. $235/month. 5/2 
12 month. lease. Call 345-3148. LARGE 2 BEDROOM APART-
__________ 5/5 MENT. $225 per person. Fall 97 -
2 AND 3 BEDROOM FUR- Spring 98. Call 348-5003. 
NISHED APARTMENTS. Clean, 5/2 
excellent condition. Good loca- AVAILABLE FOR RENT 
tions. Parking, laµndry. No pets~ .. AUGUST 1. 3 bedroom house. 10 
345-7286' · · · · '.lit<!.month lease. 345-2516. 
----------'5/5 --- 5/5 
SUMMER ONLY. 2 bedroom. FOR RENT: Brittney Ridge Apt. 
$300 a month. 348-7746. Available for '97-'98 school year. 
-------------'5/5 4-5 people. Call Matt at 235-
MINI STORAGE for summer. 0629. 
Phone 348-77 46. ----=-c~--=--,----5/5 
__________ 5/5 ROOM FOR RENT in a family 
UNFURNISHED HOUSES for home. Serious grad student only. 
clean, non-smoking females. Kitchen priv. Call 348-0348 Iv. 
Near campus. 345-2564. msg. 
__________ 5/2 --,,,---,-~--,-,::=-.,-,-,::-==-:-5/5 
SUMMER '97 ONLY Individual 2 BEDROOM APT. NORTH OF 
rooms for Rent. 345-7225. SQUARE, NICE, WASHER AND 
_________ 5/5 DRYER, OFF STREET PARKING 
DELUXE TWO BEDROOM 348-0927 AFTER 5:00PM. 
APARTMENT. Close to campus __________ 5/5 
for 2 quiet, older students. No UNFURNISHED HOUSE for 
smoking, no pets, no parties! clean non-smoking females. 
Reference and deposit required. Newer carpeting. $190 each. 
Rent $450. 348-0979 after 3pm. 1010 Fourth Street. 345-2564. 
__________ 5/5 __________ 5/5 
AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER/FALL GREAT APT! BRITTANY RIDGE 
'97. 2 years old 2 and 3 bedroom #5. Individual rooms. $200/mo. 4 
apartment on Lincoln St. Call br., 2 1/2 baths, low utils. 348-
348-6411or348-0157. 8886. 
__________ 5/2 __________ 515 
LARGE ONE BEDROOM A 3 BEDROOM RANCH HOME, 
APARTMENT. Heat and trash 2 blocks from campus. CIA. W/D, 
paid. Next to campus. 348-0006. fenced-in backyard with one car 
________ 5/2 garage. Low u.tilities, clean and 
"'$50 CASI-I'" If you sign a modern. 345-4494 
lease bv May 3 with Carlyle Apts 5/2 
2 bedroom furnished apts still A __ 1 ___ 2~·-AND3--BEDROOM 
available at 9·1-1" F-ourtn St. Call APARTMENTS. NOT CLOSE TO 
348-7746 for more intc CAMPUS. Water and garbage 
________ .. 5/5 furnished. A/C. some with W/D 
ITS NOT-TOO LATEI RENTALS hook-up. Clean and efficient. 345-
for 1,2, or 3 tenants. Good loca- 4494. 
5/2 
----------
tions, good prices. Lists available 
at Century 21 Wood R.E., 1512 A 
Street, Jim Wood, broker. 
STUDIO APT water, ref, stove. 
515 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE TO RENT 
FOR SUMMER. Call 345-2410. 
2200 square feet. Huge rooms. 
3/4 mile from campus. 
__________ 5/5 
Call Leland Hall Real Estate 345-
7023. 
----=--_____ 5/5 
5 BR HOUSE near campus. Call 
Leland Hall Real Estate 345-
7023. 
__________ 5/5 
- --~--~ -~-- ---------------------=- ---;:,,~------ -- - -- ----- ------ --- ~-~- - . -""---:=- ---~ 
advertisin friday.5.2.1997 
Doonesbury 
Doonesbury 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
GRIMM't' ... "300 
KNOW "100 ARE 
WM"T'rlOU EAT. 
MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM 
:!SQUEAK ueAl(ur SQU ,,. 
For Rent 
TWO 1-BEDROOM APART-
MENTS (really nice); One 2-bed-
room apartment, furnished. 
Available May 16. Call 345-6127 
or 232-2127 (cell). 
_________ ___c5!5 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT fur-
nished, close to campus deposit 
paid for 345-6000, 
5/5 
For Sale 
1988 TOYOTA COROLLA 4 
DOOR. Automatic; ·Air. $3000. 
Call 348-0802. 
__________ 5/5 
GUITAR AMP. Peavey Bandit 112 
Excellent for Stage or Practice. 
Great Condition. $100. Guitar Gig 
Bag $25 o.b.o. Brad 348-1192. 
__________ 5/2 
FUTON FOR SALE, $60 o.b.o. 
TV, 13" with remote $50 o.b.o. 
Realistic floor speakers $40 
o.b.o. Call Phil at 345-2484. 
__________ 5/2 
91 DODGE SHADOW CON-
VERTIBLE. p/w, auto, cruise. p/s. 
etc. $6.250-neg. Call 348-6069 
after 5 p.m. 
5/5 
Ff~DHON_D_A ELi-fE_ S-COO-TER 
·94 LOW MILEAGE. $700 price 
negotiable. 581-5280, Leigh. 
5/2 
1990 FORD PROBE LX. Auto, 
A/C, cruise. CD player. 60,000 
mi. 217-581-6714, 217-253-4265. 
Leave message. 
---------- 5/2 
'86 MAZDA RX-7, 96k, red/gray, 
one owner, great condition, seri-
ous inquiries, $3995, 348-0606. 
__________ 5/5 
For Sale 
FOR SALE: 93 PONTIAC 
GRAND AM, TEAL, 2-DOOR, 
AIR, PL, RD, am/fm cassette; 85 
Pontiac Parisienne, air, loaded, 
roomy, mechanically sound, great 
condition. MUST SELL. 581-
2165. 
------,.-----5/5 
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes 
from pennies on $1. Delinquent 
Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area. 
Toll Free (1 )800-218-9000 Ext. H-
2262 for current listings. 
__________ 5/2 
SEIZED CARS from $175. 
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys, 
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 
4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free 1-
800-218-9000 Ext. A-2262 for 
current listings. 
-----------,--5/2 
WATERBED AND DRAWERS 
$50 348-5883. 
----,-,--=-~~--=-=~-5/2 
MOBILE DISC JOCKEY COMPA-
NY 2 complete systems. Vehicle 
and clients 349-8470. 
5/2 
Lost & Found 
FOUND: Pair of glasses in 
Coleman Hali. Please call 581-
2016. 
512 
FOUND: a pair of glasses in 
Coleman Hall. Brown earpieces, 
oval lenses. Claim at the Student 
Publication office. 
-c--c-=-=-~-,--,-~-=-=~c=-c--5/5 
LOST: SIGMA KAPP l.D. holder 
and keys. Please Call 345-9622. 
Reward offered. 
__________ 5/2 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
BY MIKE PETERS 
BY MIKE PETERS 
eRtMM, Pl~~u FEED 
'r'OUR RUBBER 
MAMISIJROER 
.,-o Aif*lf,,,A ?' 
Lost & Found 
LOST a pair of prescription sun-
g I asses in the Rathskellar on 
April 17th. They are navy and 
grey with little opals on each end. 
If found, please call 581-3310. 
__________ 5/5 
FOUND IN COLEMAN HALL: Car 
and house keys on a cross 
keyring, woman's gold wedding 
band. Armitron woman's watch, 
Timex woman's watch. To claim 
please call the English Dept. at 
2428 or come by 304 Coleman. 
5/5 
Make Money 
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL 
MAILING OUR CIRCULARS. For 
infonnation call 301-429-1326 
---------=--5/5 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Sell 
Avon. Call 345-4197 or 235-1544 
for infonnation! 
__________ 515 
$300-$500 WEEKLY! Full/part 
time processing US Gov't FHA 
mortgage refunds. Call 8am-9pm 
est. (504)429-9233. Ext. 
5172017. 
512 
$10-oo·s POSSIBLE R.EADING 
BOOKS. Part Time. At Home. Tali 
Free (1)800-218-9000 Ext. R-
2262 tor Listings. 
____ 512 
Announcements 
ATTENTION LADIES: Full set of 
professional nails. Super special 
$21. Call Miranda 345-9100. 
__________ 515 
CHRONIC ITCH at MARTY'S on 
Friday, May 2nd at 9 p.m. 
__________ 5/2 
Announcements 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS!!! 
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS 
AVAILABLE FROM SPON-
SORS!!! NO REPAYMENTS, 
EVER!!! $$$CASH FOR COL-
LEGE$$$ FOR INFO: 1-800-
243-2435. 
--------,,.------,::-::5/5 
. GET READY TO JAM IT OUT 
One More Time This Friday 
Zoom-E w/Night Putters Ted's 
9:30. 
5/2 -N-EW_A_T=-T=o~KE=N,.,..s=-=E=-v=E=R'""Y'"-=DAY: 
DOUBLE PRINT FILM PRO-
CESSING. "$4.99 PER ROLL OR 
CHOOSE SINGLE PRINTS & 
FREE FILM $4.99 
__________ 515 
IF ANYONE HAS EXTRA GRAD-
UATION TICKETS FOR THE 
1 :00 CEREMONY PLEASE CALL 
AMY AT345-1597. 
---::-c----,-,,-,~-=-= 5/2 
TONIGHT SEE ZOOM-E ROCK 
TED'S, be a part of the electric 
jam. 
------~- ---- - 5/2 
SIGN UP TO BE A PANTHER 
PAL for Fall ·97 in the Orientation 
office 
-· ··- ------ 5/2 
ZOOM-E AT TED'S TONIGHT. 
it's like an orgasm for your ears! 
_____ 5/2 
Personals 
CHRONIC ITCH at MARTY'S on 
Friday, May 2nd at 9 p.m. 
----c----cc----:-=-=:-=5/2 
CHRONIC ITCH at MARTY'S on 
Friday, May 2_nd at 9pm. 
__________ 512 
friday.5.2.1997 
Personals 
TO ALL EIU ATHLETICS: Only 8 
days until Brian Lester is out of 
here. 
__________ 512 
KRIS OF AST: Congrats on getting 
Panhel Academic Affairs position. 
Tau Love, your roomie-to-be! 
____ ______ 512 
KRIS GLOVER OF AST: 
Congratulations on getting Panhel 
Academic Affairs position and 
entering the Honorary Order of 
Omega. Keep up the great work, 
your sisters are so proud of you! 
__________ 5a 
MEGAN SAUER, JESSICA 
BELLVILLE, AND KATHY 
KRABBE: Thanks for everything 
this semester. Good luck on finals 
and have a great summer. Tau 
Love, Angel 
_ _ ___ ____ _ 512 
Help students move in next 
Fall ... BE A PANTHER PAL!! 
_ ____ _ ___ _ 512 
TAUS, Thanks for all your hard this 
semester. Get excited for next Fall. 
Please have a safe and fun sum-
mer!! Tau Love, Uphoff 
·~ _ __ 512 
THE LADIES OF SIGMA KAPPA 
would like to thank Bvron Ramult of 
Pi Kappa Alpha tor ·being a great 
Sigma man1 
---- . -- - -- ______ 5/2 
()fficial 
Personals 
FIERSOME FOURSOME activate 
Form of a Moon Monkey at Ike's 
4:00! 
---~~~--~------'512 BE A PANTHER PAL 
__________512 
THE WOMEN OF SIGMA KAPPA 
would like to wish all of our seniors 
the best of luck after graduation! 
We will miss you! 
-~~--~~---512 TO THE LADIES OF ALPHA PHI, 
Good luck on finals, and have a 
wonderful summer. Love, Dan 
------------'512 CONGRATULATIONS PETER 
SMITH on getting lavaliered. We all 
knew the two of you were meant for 
each other. Love, Mom D 
- - - - --------'5a ERIN WEED OF ALPHA PHI-
Congratulations on being the Daily 
Eastern News' Person of the Year! 
What a great honor! Your sisters 
are very proud. 
---~-------512 BETHIE ROMANO: I can't believe 
you're graduating. I will miss you 
lots! You've been a wonderful friend 
and roomie. I love you! Loyally, 
Brooke 
5/2 
SQUIRTB EDNARSKlWe are live 
at the U2 concert and readv to rock 
'n' roll on your 21st. Courtney 
_ __ 5/2 
C:ficial Notices are oaid lo~ by the Office oi University Publications. 
Ccestions concerninq Notices should be airected to the criq1nator. 
ELIGIBILITY FOR INTERSESSION-- Those students who are 
academicallv dismissed tor low scholarship at the close of Spring 
Semester 1997 are not eligible tor enrollment in either Summer 
Te rm or Inte rsession which a re parts of Summer Term . 
Intersession rosters will be checked, and those students who reg-
istered and are dismissed will be notified that they will be with-
drawn from Intersession and the rest of Summer Term.- Michael D. 
Taylor 
REAPPLICATION FOR GRADUATION- Any student who has 
applied for graduation for a future semester or summer term and 
then finds that he/she will be graduating at a different time MUST 
reapply for graduation. There is no additional charge for reapply-
ing. Reapplications must be accomplished no later than the pub-
lished deadline of the new semester or summer term when he/she 
plans to graduate. For Summer Term 1997, the deadline is 
Monday, ~!-me. )?, 1,997: .F\?rn;is are .available in the appropriate 
Dean's offic~.-M1cl'iael Ei. t ayl6r, Registrar 
GRADE CHANGE APPEALS--Appeals to change assigned 
grades must be initiated by the student through the appropriate 
instructors within four weeks after the start of the grading period 
following the one for which the contested grades are recorded. 
The deadline for Spring Semester 1997 grade change appeals is 
Wednesday, July 2, 1997.-Michael D. Taylor 
FULL-TIME STUDENT ACADEMICALLY- In order to be consid-
ered a full-time student academically, an undergraduate student 
must carry at least 12 semester hours each semester and at least 
6 semester hours during a summer term. A graduate student must 
carry at least 9 semester hours each semester and at least 6 
semester hours during a summer term. This is the rule by which 
Records Office certifies students as full-time. For loan defer-
ments, both graduate and undergraduate students must carry at 
least 12 semester hours to be considered full time and at least 6 
semester hours to be considered half time. This applies to fall and 
spring semesters and to summer term. If you have questions con-
cerning any of this, please contact Records Office.- Michael D. 
Taylor 
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION- Application and reapplica-
tion for graduation for Summer Term 1997 must be accomplished 
no later than the deadline of 4 p.m. on Monday, June 16, 1997. 
The application and reapplication forms are available in your 
appropriate Dean's office.- Michael D. Taylor, Registrar 
advertising 
Personals 
AST would like to wish everyone 
good luck during finals. Summer is 
almost here! 
__________ 5Q 
ALPHAS come see off the seniors 
tomorrow at the house. 
__________ 5Q 
ALPHA GAM SENIORS: Through 
our three and four years together 
we've created many memories. To 
the 1993 pledge class: I love you! 
Thanks for the four years! Loyally, 
Brooke 
__________ 512 
CONGRATULATIONS SHANNON 
GERMERAAD OF DELTA ZETA on 
getting lavaliered to RYAN MARTIN 
OF Pl KAPPA ALPHA. Love- Shell 
and Dan 
_ ____ _ ___ _ .5Q 
. TO THE GRADUATING SENIORS 
OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU: We wish 
you the best of luck. You'll be dearly 
missed. Love, your sisters 
- ----'- _ _____ .5Q 
HEATHER LANDSAW OF ASA, 
way to go on receiving the Thomas 
and Gail Higgins Scholarship! Love, 
your Alpha sisters 
---------- 512 
LAURA ELLISON OF AST: 
Congratulations on getting pinned 
to ADAM OF BUTLER. Your sisters 
are happy for you. 
5/2 
Personals 
ASA SOFTBALL PLAYERS great 
job with your second place win! 
Lefs do it again next year! 
__________ .512 
ALPHAS! Ifs ALL about Sisterhood, 
Ladybugs, Crush Dance, Jungle 
Juice, Pearls, Rubies, Ragidy Ann, 
St. Louis Formal, Scavenger Hunts, 
Fire Alarms, Pre-Parties, the 1993 
Pledge class, Haa ... aay, and Senior 
Send-off! Bring Kleenex! Love, 
Robin 
----~-----5Q 
THE LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA 
TAU would like to thank Aaron 
Anderson of Sigma Pi for being an 
awesome sweetheart. Have a great 
summer, good luck with finals and 
we'll see you next semester. We 
love you! 
_ _ ___ ____ _ 512 
ALPHAS, have a great summer 
and get ready for an exciting year! 
Love, Lisa 
512 T=H""E=-A.,....s=-A~so=FT=B=-A""L.,...L-=T-=Ec--AM w--'ould 
like to thank Jason Bennett for 
being a great coach! You're the 
best! Love, the Alphas 
----------~2 JEFF ZILCH OF DELTA TAU 
DELTA- Hev dream man, it's time to 
put down the bottle and pick up the 
cooks! Good luck on vour iinals 
Love, the Alphas · 
____ 512 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE- Students who plan to take anv 
Nork by correspondence from some other CQllege/university MUST 
have that course approved in the Records Office prior to enrolling 
for the course.-Micha_el 0 . Taylor 
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT DEADLINE-For a student to be 
considered a Spring Semester 1997 graduate. ALL graduation 
requirements must be met by 4 p.m. on friday, May 30, 1997. 
This means any removals of incomplete, changes of grades, or 
official transcripts of academic work from other institutions MUST 
reach the Records Office by that date. If all requirements are not 
met, the student should reapply for graduation for Summer Term 
1997 no later than Monday, June 16, 1997.-Michael D. Taylor, 
Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE REPORTS-At the close of each grading peri-
od, Student Grade Reports are mailed to the home addresses list-
ed by the students-NOT the local addresses. Please be sure 
that you have requested a change of address with Housing if there 
has been a change in your home address to which grades will be 
mailed.- Michael D. Taylor, Registrar 
WITHHOLDING DIRECTORY INFORMATION-Directory holds 
for academic year 1996-97 will be removed August 5 , 1997. 
Students wanting to withhold directory information for academic 
year 1996-97 should appear in person, prior to 4:30 p.m. on 
Tuesday, September 2, 1997, at the Records Office, 119 Old Main, 
and make the request in writing on forms provided by the 
University. Student identification is required at the time of the 
request-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar 
STUDENT INSURANCE REFUND-If you are enrolled in 12 
hours or more Summer Semester 1997, or you are a graduate 
assistant, the Student Health Insurance fee will be included in your 
tuition bill. Students who can provide evidence of having health 
insurance equal to or better than the Eastern Student Health 
Insurance, may request the "Petition for Insurance Exemption" 
forms from the Student Health Insurance Office located in the 
Student Services Building, East Wing. A copy of your insurance 
company's outline of coverage or a copy of your medical JD card 
must be attached to the completed "Petition for Insurance 
Exemption" form. JUNE 16, 1997 is the last date these petitions 
will be accepted for Summer Semester 1997.-Joyce Hackett, 
Medical Insurance Specialist 
PART-TIME STUDENT/DEPENDENT INSURANCE- Summer 
Semester 1997 students who are registered for 9, 10, or 11 hours 
as resident students may purchase Student Accident and Sickness 
Insurance for Summer Term by obtaining an application from 
Student Health Insurance located in the Student Services Building 
East Wing and making payment by 3:30 p.m. JUNE 16, 1997 at 
the Cashier's window in the Business Office. The cost is $33.50. 
Coverage will be effective on 6-09-97 or on the date payment is 
received, whichever is later. For information concerning depen-
Personals 
GOOD LUCK TO ALL of the 
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA graduating 
seniors. We'll miss you. Love, Lisa 
__________ 512 
SIG EPS- Good luck during finals 
and when they're over have a great 
summer! Love, Sarah 
512 
H.,...A""'N..,..S~K-=O.,...L.,....L,..,.I N.,.,G""'E""'R,.--,0-F~D=-E-L TA 
SIGMA PHI- Don't hug the toilet too 
much today. There'll be more times 
to come! Love, your mommy 
__________ 512 
BUTIER: Good luck on finals and 
have a great summer! Love, the 
ladies of Tri-Sigma 
__________ 5Q 
TRI-SIGMA would like to wish 
everyone the best of luck on finals! 
----------~2 SANDY AND BTH FLOOR 
FRIENDS good luck on all your 
finals! Love, John 
-~--------·512 
RIC WELCOME TO THE CLUB, 
let's prepare for a non-sober sum-
mer CFM 
-,-,,.--c-=--.,--- ---- - ·512 
ALPHAS- have a great summer! 
See everyone at retreat! Live it, talk 
it, dream it- ! 
~~------·5/2 
JODI GASPARD, congratulations-
on oeing elected president of Law 
Se>ciety. Love, Ben 
___ _ _ ___ 5/2 
Personals 
ASA GRADUATING SENIORS-
Good bye and good luck with your 
future endeavors. Don't forget to 
visit. We love each and every one 
of you! Love, your Alpha sisters 
__________ .512 
SUZY KAMENSKY OF ASA-
Thanks for being so dedicated to 
your position! We love you, your 
sisters 
=-~~--,,,---,.-- --512 
ERIN FOYLE, thank you for all the 
things you have done for us. Good 
luck on finals and have a great 
summer. Can't wait to see you next 
year. The men of Delta Tau Delta 
__________ 512 
TO THE MEN OF DELTA CHI-
Good luck with finals and have a 
great summer! This semester has 
been great, and I can't wait to get 
back in the fall for another awesome 
semester! Love, Lindsay 
__________ 5Q 
LAST CALL. 4:00 club tonite! 
_ _ _ ____ _ __ 512 
MICHELLE, SUZI, KRYSTEN , 
CARLA 0 ., CARLA M., JEFF, 
BRIAN AND JASON. You all are the 
best. I don't know what I would have 
done without you. I love you! 1·11 miss 
youi Diane 
-- ---~--- _5/2 
P!KES11 Get readv for senior send-
ctt! Tonight at 6pni at the house• 
612 
dent coverage , pl°8'ase contact ti·1e .:.O U0en't' H'ei:J'.jtl)~ iosu rance 
Offi ce, !ocated in the Financial Aid Office , Studen'i Services 
Buiiding, East Wing , or call 581-5290 .-Joyce Hackett, Medical 
insurance Specialist 
STUDENT/DEPENDENT SUMMER INSURANCE-Students who 
will not be enrolled in the Summer Term are eligible to purchase 
Summer Health Insurance provided the student was insured for 
Spring Semester 1997 with insurance coverage under the Student 
Insurance Policy. The prem ium fo r Summer 1997 Student 
Insurance is $33.50. Enrollment cards a re available in the 
Financial Aid Office, Student Services Building. Coverage effec-
tive dates for Summer 1997 Semester are 6-09-97 through 8-21-
97. The deadline for submitting a completed enrollment card and 
payment of $33.50 is June 16, 1997. For information concerning 
dependent coverage, please contact the Student Health Insurance 
Office, located in the Financial Aid Office, Student Services 
Building, East Wing, or call 581-5290.-Joyce Hackett, Medical 
Insurance Specialist 
STUDENT INSURANCE RE-ENROLLMENT-Student who have 
filed for the Eastern Student Insurance Refund and wish to re-
enroll in the Student Health Insurance program for Summer 
Semester 1997 may do so by completing a re-enrollment form and 
making payment of $33.50 by Manaa~), Jul'1e ~e; rnex l:leftl~e If 
p.m. A minimum of 9 semester hours, or a graduate assistantship 
is required to qualify for re-enrollment. Contact the Student Health 
Insurance Office, second floor, East Wing , Student Services 
Building, or call 581-5290.- Joyce Hackett, Medical Insurance 
Specialist 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS 
All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or 
school service personnel certificates) must pass the Illinois 
Certification Tests before being issued a certificate. These con-
sist of a Basic Skills Test and a subject-matter examination. It is 
suggested that the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's col-
lege career and the subject exam be taken after the completion of 
all or most of the courses in one's major. Since these tests are 
given only four times each year, interested individuals should be 
aware of the dates and deadlines listed below. Anyone having 
questions concerning these exams or needing registration forms, 
study guides, or assi stance , may contact the College of 
Education and Professional Studies in International House, Room 
1008. 
Test Date Registration Deadline Score Report Date 
July12,1997 May 30, 1997 August 22, 1997 
- Larry J. Ankenbrand, Associate Dean, College of Education and 
Professional Studies 
'd\fertise. 
CINCO de MAYO 
Bash Monday 
(so what If It's finals week?) 
w I DJ El Mysterlo 
(spinning at f:OO pm) 
and 
BOBGOBLIN 
from Dallas, TX 
(starts at 11 :00 pm) 
s-i7s s3so Party like a Hope you can find your sun· 
Grosa Point Blank(R) 
Fri Sat 7:30 10:00 Sat Sun mat 2:30 
........... Sun thru Thur 7:30 antv .. ........ 
The Saint (PG13) 
Fri Sat 7:00 9:40 Sat Sun mat 2:00 
